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Thesis Overview 

This thesis is comprised of a systematic review of the role of emotional regulation in bi-polar 

disorder and an empirical study of factors influencing schizotypal traits, including autistic 

traits and emotional regulation. 

The systematic review found that emotional regulation difficulties appear to underpin 

many different mental health problems and are not specific to bi-polar disorder. However, the 

studies in this area to date have varied significantly in their methodology and quality. There 

is a need for replication and agreed-upon methods to further strengthen findings. Particularly, 

it is important for studies to consider current levels of symptoms when interpreting results, 

rather than categorising participants into “symptomatic” or “euthymic” categories. 

Psychological treatments targeting emotional regulation appear to be effective for people 

with bi-polar disorder, but are limited in number, and this is an area of obvious future study 

that would benefit clinicians and patients. 

The empirical paper found broad support for previous findings that there is a 

relationship between traits of autism and schizotypy in a group of neurotypical (n = 43) and 

autistic people (n = 84). Some of the autistic people had experienced psychosis (n = 25). 

Affective lability was also found to be a significant predictor of schizotypal traits. 

Perspective taking and emotional regulation style did not predict schizotypal traits, with the 

exception that greater use of emotional suppression significantly predicting negative 

schizotypal traits.  Affective lability predicted experience of psychosis in autistic people, but 

further research is needed that includes measures of current symptoms and their effect. 
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Literature review: Emotional regulation in bipolar disorder – current 

understandings and future directions 

Abstract 

Aim: To better understand the role emotional regulation (ER) difficulties play in bipolar 

disorder, a systematic literature review was conducted. The findings from that review are 

summarised here. Method: A systematic search of three databases, PsychInfo, Medline, and 

Pubmed, was conducted using relevant search terms. Study abstracts were screened for 

suitability, and then relevant studies were read in full. Reference lists were also checked for 

relevant studies missed by the database searches. Studies were rated using the STROBE 

Checklist to compare and consider quality. Results: Evidence in this area is variable, with 

little replication, making results difficult to interpret. Compared with other clinical groups, 

individuals with bipolar appear to struggle with regulating emotional highs, but all clinical 

groups have difficulty with ER when compared to healthy controls. Relatives of people with 

bipolar appear to form a midpoint between healthy controls and patients in their ER abilities. 

Individuals with bipolar may have fewer coping strategies or rely on less helpful coping 

strategies, but can also successfully learn and apply new coping strategies. There is also 

limited evidence that psychological treatments targeting ER can benefit people with bipolar.  

Conclusions: More research is needed in this field, using agreed-upon standards for study 

design and methods. Replication studies will be important given the rarity of individuals with 

bipolar and the likelihood of large individual variation. Also, studies should be careful to 

consider current level of mood symptoms on a scalar basis, rather than using cut-offs, as 

mood symptoms affect self-report of ER. 
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Introduction 

There is an increasing awareness of the importance of dimensional understandings of mental 

health problems (Brown & Barlow, 2005; Henry et al., 2007). This shift from diagnosis-focus 

to process-focus is interesting from a psychological perspective, as it fits better with person-

centred ideas of formulation and psychological treatment. The focus on dimensions also 

highlights the limitations of a diagnostic, binary (medical) model of mental wellness-illness 

and the model’s inability to explain the wide variation in experience of and outcomes 

following periods of severe dysfunction. One such dimension that has been attracting 

attention in recent decades is that of the experience and management of emotion. All mental 

health problems involve an element of difficulty with emotion, and emotional difficulty 

represents a discreet treatment and prevention target. 

 Attempts to define emotion are difficult as the related concepts of mood and affect are 

complex. Shouse (2005) has argued that what defines emotion is the social communication of 

an internal state, whereas affect and feelings are more basic and internal experiences. Gross 

and John (2003) proposed a different conception of emotion as the interpretation of 

physiological, behavioural, and experiential cues. Zajonc’s (1980) classic paper on affect 

places it as a precursor to emotion, an automatic and instinctual state that can become an 

emotion once cognitive and other processes are engaged. Thus, in response to a stimulus, an 

individual experiences an affective response which then becomes an emotion as this initial 

response is interpreted. Finally, a pattern of emotions over time can be considered a mood. 

However, it is worth noting that the use of these terms is frequently confused in the literature 

and such clear distinctions between the concepts are not always present. 

 Humans are able to engage in emotion regulation – that is, processes by which they 

can influence their response to an emotional state. These are often cognitive processes, most 
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commonly cognitive reappraisal (e.g. changing what one thinks in response to an emotional 

stimulus in order to change ones’ emotional state) or expressive suppression (e.g. attempting 

to minimise the focus on the emotional state and not act on it) (Gross & John, 2003). When 

emotion regulation (ER) is not possible, or when attempts to regulate emotion are ineffective, 

psychological distress may occur. It is easy to conceptualise how a pattern of ineffective ER 

could lead rise to pathological processes and psychiatric diagnoses. 

 The psychiatric diagnosis that is perhaps most obviously defined by ER difficulties is 

bipolar disorder (BP). BP is characterised by changes in emotional states (e.g. shifts into 

irritability or elation) that can be rapid or slower changes in overall mood state (Grande, 

Berk, Birmaher, & Vieta, 2016). It is divided into two types, BP-I and BP-II, based on the 

severity of the mood symptoms. It occurs at a rate of approximately 1% in the general 

population and has significant effects on functioning, particularly in young adults (Grande et 

al., 2016). BP being defined fundamentally as a mood disorder suggests ER processes being 

different in some way that impacts mood. The purpose of this systematic review is to 

determine what role ER difficulties play in BP, compared to healthy individuals and 

individuals with other diagnoses. The results may have implications for psychological 

treatment of BP, as well as prevention in at-risk populations. 

Several reviews have been conducted previously that are relevant to the topics 

covered here. There are three reviews exploring the relationship between borderline 

personality disorder (BPD) and BP (Coulston, Tanious, Mulder, Porter, & Malhi, 2012; 

Mackinnon & Pies, 2006; Paris, Gunderson, & Weinberg, 2007), one covering emotional 

reactivity in BP (Henry et al., 2012), one focussing on psychosocial functioning (Van 

Rheenen & Rossell, 2014), a third considering ER in children and adolescents as it relates to 

BP (Dickstein & Leibenluft, 2006), four reviews covering the neurobiological basis for 

emotional dysregulation in people with BP (Green, Cahill, & Malhi, 2007; Phillips, 2006; 
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Phillips, Ladouceur, & Drevets, 2008; Townsend & Altshuler, 2012), and two on emotional 

processing in BP (Ghaznavi & Deckersbach, 2012; Mercer & Becerra, 2013). There has also 

been a review of psychosocial treatments of BP that considers ER (Reinares, Sánchez-

Moreno, & Fountoulakis, 2014). While each of these reviews is related to the question posed 

in this review, and their results can be useful in considering that question, none of them 

provides a description of our current knowledge in this area in a systematic or complete way. 

Thus, the aim of the current review is to synthesize the evidence in this field to answer the 

following question: 

• In what way do those with bipolar disorder differ from other population groups on the 

basis of self-reported and/or behaviourally measured ER and coping styles? 

It should be noted that throughout this review, medical-model terminology and ideas will 

be used, despite the focus on a dimensional concept. This is a feature of attempting to shift 

the paradigm from the dominant, existing one (medical model) to a more nuanced, 

dimensional one. In order to conduct searches and interact with the data that has been 

collected within the medical-model paradigm, one needs to enter that system. It is 

acknowledged that this may feel at odds with a dimensional approach at times in the review, 

but the spirit remains one of engaging in order to extract data that may encourage the growth 

of an alternative approach. 

The review will begin with an outline of the methods used to identify the data needed to 

answer the above question. It will then present the data on ER abilities comparative to other 

groups in Part 1, and in Part 2 a comparison of coping in people with bipolar and other 

groups. Finally, it will conclude with a discussion and interpretation of the data, as well as 

commentary on the quality of the data and possible future directions. 
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Method 

Figure 1 shows the search strategy and results. Three databases were identified as 

potentially containing relevant publications for this review: PsychInfo, Medline, and 

PubMed. Medline and PsychInfo were searched simultaneously as they are curated by the 

same publisher. The following search terms were used on all databases: [bipolar OR 

cyclothymia] AND [emotion OR affect OR mood] AND [regulation OR dysregulation OR 

reactivity OR lability]. The search of PubMed took place on 11 December 2015 and returned 

340 results when filtered to only include the following publication types: case reports, 

clinical trial, clinical trial phase I-IV, Comparative study, controlled clinical trial, evaluation 

studies, journal article, multi centre study, observational study, pragmatic clinical trial, 

randomised controlled trial, twin study, validation study, in humans, in English, in adults. 

The search of Medline and PsychInfo took place on 15 January 2016 and returned 602 results 

when the following filters were applied: peer reviewed articles published in English about 

adult humans. Filters were used on both searches due to the extremely large volume of results 

returned. While it is recognized that this is not ideal and some results may have been 

excluded in error due to the use of filters, pragmatically it was felt likely that any studies 

excluded from searches in error by filters would be identified through reference list review. 
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Figure 1. PRISMA flowchart showing the search strategy and outcome for the systematic review. 

The abstracts for all results were screened for relevance to the review topic. Papers 

were excluded if they did not clearly measure (behaviourally or by self-report) some form of 

ER, were not original research, involved individuals under the age of 18 as participants, or 

did not include any individuals with a diagnosis of BP.  

In total, the PubMed search yielded 36 relevant papers. The Medline/PsychInfo search 

identified a further 30 papers. Searching the references lists of these papers and relevant 

reviews identified through the search process yielded a further 32 studies, leaving 98 studies 

(n = 59) 
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to be reviewed in depth. Of these, 11 were excluded because they were found to not measure 

(or not clearly measure) ER. Four did not include individuals with BP, two included children, 

and two were theoretical papers that did not report original data. That left a final total of 79 

studies that could possibly provide an answer to the review question. Of these, 59 were found 

to report data relevant to the question. Appendix 1 lists and describes these publications 

briefly. 

These papers were read by the first author and relevant details needed for the 

completion of a quality framework were sourced to provide an objective standard of quality 

for the included studies. The Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in 

Epidemiology (STROBE) guidelines (von Elm et al., 2007) (Appendix 2) were used for the 

all of the studies, including the single clinical trial reported as it was not a randomized 

controlled trial. The quality framework scores for each study are presented in Appendix 3. 

Part 1: Emotional Regulation Abilities 

1.1 Controls 

Self-report questionnaires 

By far the greatest number of studies into differences between ER ability and coping styles in 

people with BP compared them with healthy controls (HC). These studies varied greatly in 

their methodology. The majority used standardised self-report measures of ER such as the 

Affective Lability Scale (Harvey, Greenberg, & Serper, 1989) or the Difficulties in 

Emotional Regulation Scale (Gratz & Roemer, 2004) to compare those with BP to HC  (Aas 

et al., 2014, 2015; Aminoff et al., 2012; Becerra et al., 2013; Henry et al., 2001a; Ives-

Deliperi, Howells, Stein, Meintjes, & Horn, 2013; Johnson, Tharp, Peckham, & Mcmaster, 

2016; Van Rheenen, Murray, & Rossell, 2015). Other more dimensional self-report measures 

that have been used are the MATHyS (Henry, M’Bailara, Mathieu, Poinsot, & Falissard, 
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2008) (one study – Atzeni et al., 2013) and the TEMPS-A (Hagop S. Akiskal, Akiskal, 

Haykal, Manning, & Connor, 2005) (two studies – Mahon, Perez-Rodriguez, Gunawardane, 

& Burdick, 2013; Mendlowicz, Jean-Louis, Kelsoe, & Akiskal, 2005). Instead of measuring 

ER, these measures focus more on emotional reactivity and/or cyclothymia (a state of on-

going mood instability with multiple periods of depression and mild elation that is not 

sufficient to meet criteria for BP or unipolar depression (World Health Organisation, 2007)). 

Johnson and colleagues (2016) also combined data from several self-report measures into 

positive and negative ER factors. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, self-report measures of ER generally find significant 

differences between individuals with BP and HC, with BP individuals reporting greater 

difficulties with ER and mood changes. This is despite variability in study sample size and 

current participant mood state, although the evidence is strongest for euthymic individuals 

with BP. Type of BP does not appear to impact the results, but it is not yet clear from the 

literature whether there are differences between individuals with BP-I and BP-II in ER. The 

finding that euthymic individuals with BP have ER difficulties suggests that these difficulties 

are likely to persist into extreme affective episodes as well, but there are no studies which 

report on ER in the same individual in different mood states. There are also only limited data 

available on ER from individuals who are acutely unwell, but what is available suggests the 

difficulties are at least maintained when individuals are unwell, if not increased. However, 

this is an area where further research is required. 

Emotion induction 

Another type of self-report study is an experimental design that involves the induction of 

emotion experimentally and then asks participants to report on their responses, either in terms 

of the level of emotion experienced or success in regulating the emotion. These studies can 

involve external stimuli (Corbalán, Beaulieu, & Armony, 2015; Gruber, Harvey, & Gross, 
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2012; Lemaire, Aguillon-Hernandez, Bonnet-Brilhault, Martineau, & El-Hage, 2014) or  

internal stimuli, such as being asked to recall an autobiographical memory (Houshmand et 

al., 2010; Park et al., 2014). Study designs of this type vary considerably, as do their findings. 

In terms of external stimuli, individuals with BP may experience higher intensity of some 

emotions (sadness, anxiety, anger) in response to viewing emotionally arousing images 

(Lemaire et al., 2014) but this result was not found in a similar study (Corbalán et al., 2015). 

When video clips were viewed in a third study (Gruber et al., 2012), participants with BP 

reported exerting more effort to regulate their emotions than HC, and also less success. A 

study of positive internally generated emotion found no differences between BP and HC 

(Park et al., 2014), while a study of negative emotions found participants with BP-I reporting 

stronger negative emotions and greater difficulty regulating the emotion (Houshmand et al., 

2010). As a whole, these emotion induction studies cannot offer a consistent finding 

regarding ER in BP but there are hints that negative emotions may be more difficult for 

individuals with BP to manage perhaps due to greater intensity of emotional experience. 

Experimental manipulations of emotional state have also been tried, using either 

criticism (Cuellar, Johnson, & Ruggero, 2009; Das, Calhoun, & Malhi, 2014) or frustration 

(Edge, Lwi, & Johnson, 2014) to induce negative emotions. Frustrated participants did not 

differ in physiological or self-reported emotional reactivity based on group. Results from 

designs employing criticism are split – there is either no difference in self-reported reactivity 

between groups, or, if a difference is found, those with BP recover as quickly as HC. There is 

also a pair of studies that used manipulated feedback (to induce either happy or unhappy 

emotions) to test for differences in reaction between those with primarily BP-I (euthymic) 

and HC. One found that the BP group reported more reactivity in response to both praise and 

failure, and that those with BP reported more negatively valenced reactivity through the task 

in both failure and success conditions (Pavlova, Uher, Dennington, Wright, & Donaldson, 
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2011). When feedback was randomly assigned and a slightly different task utilised, no 

differences between BP and HC group were found on self-reported depression, anxiety, or 

hostility (the emotional variables examined) (Ruggero & Johnson, 2006). 

 As with self-report questionnaires, the results of these types of studies may not be 

surprising given that individuals with BP identify as having greater difficulty with ER and 

thus would be expected to report higher rates of ER difficulty when asked. Physiological 

measures to back up the self-report findings are inconsistent and not regularly used, sample 

sizes are small, there are many variables that are not consistently controlled for (such as type 

of emotion, current mood status, and influence of medication to name a few), and replication 

of studies is non-existent in this area, so any conclusions must be tentative given these 

methodological concerns. The most striking finding is that of absence. Given questionnaire 

self-report of greater difficulties with ER in BP compared to HC reported in the first section, 

it seems reasonable to predict that when emotion was induced that finding would be 

replicated, which it was not. As both methods (questionnaire and emotion induction) relied 

on self-report, it seems unlikely that the subjectivity of the data is to blame. Instead, it hints 

that perhaps there are factors in the lives of people with BP that are more challenging for 

them, which the induction tasks cannot adequately replicate. 

Experimental induction 

A type of study that could potentially get around the difficulties of self-report is an 

experiment designed to influence participants’ emotional state and objectively measure the 

impact of this on performance.  Studies using emotional distractors as a proxy for ER are the 

most common design. Studies in this category have generally been neuroimaging studies of 

performance on experimental tasks that contained an emotional distractor (Caseras et al., 

2015; Deckersbach et al., 2008; Favre, Polosan, Pichat, Bougerol, & Baciu, 2015; Hummer et 

al., 2013; Kanske, Heissler, Schönfelder, Forneck, & Wessa, 2013). In three of five studies, 
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medicated euthymic BP participants (both BP-I and BP-II) performed more poorly when 

emotional distractors (both positive and negative) were present. A small study of 

symptomatically depressed and medicated BP-I participants (Deckersbach et al., 2008) may 

well have been underpowered to detect significant differences, with only nine participants. 

However, the largest imaging study, which included more than 70 unmedicated individuals 

with BP in various mood states (Hummer et al., 2013) found no significant difference 

between groups in terms of accuracy or reaction time. In fact, they found HC were slower 

than BP participants in all conditions, although not significantly so. Therefore, it is unclear 

what impact emotional distractors have on performance in BP and none of these studies has 

been replicated. The mixture of medicated and un-medicated participants with different types 

of BP further complicates interpretation in this area, and none of the studies used current 

symptom level as a covariate in statistical analysis of group differences. A final criticism is 

that it can be hard to make sense of how any findings in such artificial settings might translate 

to the real world, and this has not been tested adequately. 

Naturalistic studies 

In contrast to experimental studies, naturalistic studies are not difficult to make sense of in 

real-world terms. Two such studies have been conducted that are relevant to this review. The 

method used in both is experience sampling, where participants are prompted throughout a 

time period to record their emotional state and other details for the study. The first study, of 

patients with substance misuse (the majority of whom met criteria for a diagnosis of BP, any 

type) reported that on measures completed over a one-week period, patients showed more 

mood variability than HC for depressed, scared, and irritable moods, but not for high mood 

(Bowen, Block, & Baetz, 2008). However, they were primarily studying substance 

dependence and while the majority of their participants had BP, no separate analysis was 

reported separating this subgroup from the full substance dependent cohort. In another study 
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covering a six-day period, those with BP reported more ER effort than controls, as well as 

high emotionality for both positive and negative affect (Gruber, Kogan, Mennin, & Murray, 

2013). However, the researchers did not separate their results out into specific emotions, and 

so their findings are not directly comparable to those of Bowen et al. (2008).  

These studies both share the strength of a longitudinal, naturalistic design, but also 

share the shortcomings of being conducted over a very short period and with small groups of 

participants. However, they provide tentative evidence that outside of experimental 

manipulation, individuals with BP may experience subjectively more variation in their mood 

than controls, particularly for negative emotions. Again, however, this is perhaps not 

surprising as individuals with BP are self-reporting these experiences and we know that the 

nature of their diagnosis relates to shifts in mood over time above what is seen in the general 

population. 

Summary 

Evidence from both self-report and experimental studies generally suggests that individuals 

with BP experience more ER difficulties than HC. There is little differentiation in the 

literature between individuals with different subtypes of BP, however, and it is not clear how 

much of an impact these difficulties have on people with BP. Their reaction times and 

processing speeds may be slowed during times of emotional arousal, for example, and they 

may exert more effort to regulate their emotions, but the consequences of this are unclear. 

Further research is needed to understand the impact, if any, of positive emotional states on 

individuals with BP, particularly linked to the triggering of extreme and potentially harmful 

mood states such as mania. Replication studies using the methods and materials of the studies 

reported here are also needed, as the wide variety of approaches has made attaining a good 

understanding of ER processes in this population particularly difficult. Methods that do not 

rely on self-report would add significantly to the literature, as there is an inherent tautology in 
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the finding that individuals with a disorder based on changing mood states report their mood 

and emotions vary more than HC. 

1.2 Unaffected relatives 

Due to the strongly heritable nature of BP (McGuffin et al., 2003), it seems possible that the 

relatives of people with BP may experience some of the same difficulties as those with BP. 

Several studies, including a large study, have investigated this possibility, and results broadly 

suggest that unaffected relatives (UR) represent a mid-point between HC and BP groups 

when it comes to ER (Aas et al., 2015; Houshmand et al., 2010; Mahon, Perez-Rodriguez, 

Gunawardane, & Burdick, 2013; Mendlowicz, Jean-Louis, Kelsoe, & Akiskal, 2005). That is, 

UR are reporting significantly less ER difficulty than those with BP but more difficulty than 

HC. This seems to be the case for self-report of affective lability and emotion intensity, and 

also for self-report of cyclothymia. However, each of these studies differ in design and none 

has been replicated, so while the evidence is in agreement in terms of direction, it remains far 

from convincing.  

 It may be useful for future research to separate out different types of UR, as siblings 

will likely share more than genetics with the person with BP – familial environment and early 

experiences may well play a part in the development of ER, for example (Calkins & Hill, 

2007; Stegge & Terwogt, 2007). Equally, genetics would not require both parents to have 

genes implicated in ER difficulties for those difficulties to be amplified in offspring, so if 

only one parent participates in research, this does not capture the full genetic story. The 

studies reported above all relied on a single relative. 

1.3 Depression and Anxiety 

Evidence comparing people with unipolar depression (UPD) or anxiety to those with BP on 

measures of ER is limited and mixed (Becerra et al., 2013; Gruber et al., 2013; Rihmer & 
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Benazzi, 2010; Rive et al., 2015). As is common in this subject area, the research has been 

conducted using a variety of instruments and study designs, making conclusions difficult to 

draw. Only one of the studies conducted has used a validated measure of ER (Becerra et al., 

2013). Most of the research has focussed on whether behavioural or other ER difficulties are 

mood state-dependent, as well as determining whether they are unique markers of specific 

diagnoses. The results of these studies suggest that both UPD, anxiety, and BP groups report 

difficulty with ER, particularly when they are experiencing mood disturbance. The BP group 

continues to report greater difficulty than the other groups when participants are in remission. 

This is also supported by a large longitudinal study of conversion from UPD to BP that found 

a “mood lability” factor of personality traits predicted 86% of conversion (Akiskal et al., 

1995). 

Additionally, individuals with BP-II significantly more often endorse the statements 

“I have frequent ups and downs in mood, with and without apparent cause” and “My mood 

often changes from happiness to sadness, without my knowing why” than individuals with 

UPD (Benazzi, 2004a, 2004b; Benazzi & Akiskal, 2005). This gives weight to the finding 

that individuals with BP-II scored higher on a mood lability factor constructed from 

personality inventories than individuals with BP-I or UPD (Hagop S. Akiskal, Akiskal, et al., 

2006). Those with BP-I and UPD had scores indicative of relative mood stability. BP-I 

formed a mid-point between BP-II and controls. 

In summary, evidence for the specificity of ER difficulties of individuals with BP 

compared to those with UPD (and one study of anxiety) indicates that there may be a general 

deficit among clinically affected groups, but that self-reported “ups and downs” may be more 

specific to detecting BP. However, a wide range of measures have been used and little has 

been done to replicate results. It is unclear if there is any utility in considering ER difficulties 

as a differentiator between euthymic BP and UPD, based on the existing research. It may be 
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more useful to focus on the switch to mania in terms of studying ER, as mania is the unique 

feature of BP when compared to UPD and would have the most clinical utility. 

1.4 Borderline Personality Disorder 

There are several published reviews comparing BP and BPD on various factors, primarily 

because of noted parallels between ER difficulties in the two conditions. One of the questions 

raised is whether BP and BPD could usefully be considered as part of the same spectrum 

(Paris et al., 2007), particularly given the high co-morbidity rate between the two conditions. 

For example, a very large epidemiological study conducted in the US reported that rates of 

BP-I in individuals with BPD were 24%, and rates of BP-II were nearly 6% (Grant et al., 

2008). The same study found rates of BPD in individuals with BP-I as high as 50%, and 

nearly 40% in individuals with BP-II. Additionally, another large study on the co-morbidity 

of BPD and BP found that BP individuals with higher mood instability and mood reactivity 

were more likely to also have a diagnosis of BPD (Perugi et al., 2013). These individuals had 

an earlier age of onset, higher risk of psychosis, significantly more suicide attempts, and 

resistance to pharmacological antidepressant treatment, among other features. Thus, it 

appears that the outcomes of those individuals with BP who have greater ER difficulties may 

well be significantly worse than for those with fewer ER difficulties, as perhaps one might 

expect. This is, therefore, an important area of study. 

In their review, Paris and colleagues (2007) concluded that on the basis of available 

evidence, it is not useful to conceptualise the two conditions as related on a continuum, but 

they do highlight overlapping phenomenological features, including affective lability. Paris 

and colleagues also consider common aetiological factors, a finding echoed by Mackinnon 

and Pies (2006) in their review of rapid-cycling BP and BPD. Thus, there are hints of 

commonality between BPD and BP, but no comprehensive review has been conducted 

looking at ER in the two groups to date. 
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This literature search identified four studies that directly compared those with BPD to 

those with BP (without a comorbid BPD diagnosis) in terms of ER ability and cyclothymic 

traits. The results of self-report studies of ER comparing the populations generally supported 

the possibility that those with BPD are more susceptible to anger and those with BP-II to 

mania (Henry et al., 2001b; Reich, Zanarini, & Fitzmaurice, 2012). Additionally, those with 

BPD have been found to be more impulsive and have fewer ER strategies than individuals 

with BP-II (Fletcher, Parker, Bayes, Paterson, & McClure, 2014). When considering self-

reports of temperament, no differences have been found between individuals with BPD and 

BP (Eich et al., 2014). Thus, it appears that, based on very limited evidence, individuals with 

BPD and BP-II have broadly similar levels of affective lability, but experience different 

problematic emotions and that those with BPD have more difficult employing strategies to 

regulate their emotions. 

This literature is problematic in several ways. Firstly, the inclusion of only individuals 

with BP-II, rather than participants who had experienced full mania, makes it perhaps 

unsurprising that general differences in affective lability were not found. If mania is 

conceptualised as an extreme state of emotional dysregulation, and is the distinguishing 

feature of BP-I, the absence of participants with experience of it is significant. Indeed, the 

greater prevalence of the comorbidity of BP-I and BPD compared with BP-II and BPD 

suggests this is likely to be an important relationship to study. A common factor such as 

increased affective lability does seem to be a parsimonious explanation for the comorbidity in 

the two populations, at a phenomenological level, but there is only very limited evidence to 

support this position to date. Unfortunately, data available are from small samples and there 

is a lack of replication across studies.  
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1.5 Schizophrenia 

Only one study has compared people with schizophrenia to those with BP in terms of ER 

abilities. A mixed group of BP-I and BP-II (all euthymic, some of whom had a history of 

psychosis) scored similarly to HC on the managing emotion subtest of the Mayer-Salovey-

Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test (Mayer, 2002), and both of these groups performed 

significantly better than individuals with schizophrenia (Lee et al., 2013). Given the on-going 

debate about the relationship between BP and schizophrenia from genetic (Craddock & 

Owen, 2010) and diagnostic (Salvatore et al., 2009, 2011) perspectives, particularly when 

psychosis is present, this is clearly an important area for further research in order to 

adequately characterise similarities and differences. 

1.6 Part 1 Summary 

It seems clear from the papers reviewed here that individuals with BP do experience 

significantly greater ER difficulty than individuals without any history of mental health 

problems. This is based on both self-report and experimental studies, and draws on a mixture 

of well-validated and more novel research tools. However, it is not yet clear to what extent 

the ER difficulties experienced by people with BP are unique to BP as opposed to being a 

more general marker of mental disturbance, based on the lack of significant differences 

between people with BP and those with anxiety, UPD, or BPD. It is also unclear what 

differences exist, if any, which differentiate those with BP-I and BP-II from one another in 

terms of ER. The evidence comparing individuals with BP and co-morbid BPD hint that 

increased ER difficulty can negatively impact outcomes from people with BP, but this is a 

correlational finding with obvious potential confounds. The evidence comparing BP with 

schizophrenia on ER is so limited as to make it impossible to draw any reasonable 

conclusion, although there is a hint that those with schizophrenia are more impaired in terms 

of their ER than those with BP when all are in remission. 
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The research summarised suffers from a lack of replication, particularly where 

comparisons between clinical groups are concerned. The sample sizes are often small, and 

there is no coherent research programme that sets standards as to how ER should be 

compared across clinical groups most effectively. For example, the fact that not all studies 

control from current emotional symptoms, whether not or not participants are classified as 

“euthymic”, is a serious concern as it seems clear that mood state has a direct effect on ER 

ability that must be disentangled from more broad, condition-specific effects, should any 

exist. It is also not clear to what extent self-report of ER difficulties is a good method for 

investigating these ideas, given the high likelihood of bias on the part of individuals who 

have a condition defined by their changes in mood. It is, however, the cheapest and easiest 

way we have currently available to conduct these studies. Future focus on better defining 

objective ways to measure ER difficulty would go a long way towards strengthening the 

quality of the evidence in this area. 

Part 2: Coping Styles 

Another way of considering ER is to focus on how people cope with their emotions. This can 

be measured by self-report (questionnaire), experimental design, or naturalistic study. Studies 

have been conducted comparing individuals with BP to HC, UR, UPD, BPD, schizophrenia, 

and insomnia, and are summarised below. 

2.1 Controls 

Self-report 

A number of self-report measures of emotional coping exist, primarily the Cognitive 

Emotional Regulation Questionnaire (CERQ) (Garnefski & Kraaij, 2007), the Responses to 

Positive Affect (RPA) questionnaire (Feldman, Joormann, & Johnson, 2008),  and the 

Response Styles Questionnaire (RSQ) (Nolen-Hoeksema, 1991). These have been used to 
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compare individuals with BP to HC and clinical populations, and the results are summarised 

below. 

Five studies were identified that used the CERQ to compare coping of individuals 

with BP to HC (Fletcher, Parker, & Manicavasagar, 2013; Green et al., 2011; Rowland, 

Hamilton, Lino, et al., 2013; Rowland, Hamilton, Vella, et al., 2013; Wolkenstein, Zwick, 

Hautzinger, & Joormann, 2014). They generally found that individuals with euthymic BP 

more frequently report using rumination, catastrophizing, and self-blame. There is also 

evidence that individuals with BP reported less use of perspective-taking, positive 

reappraisal, planning, or positive refocussing than HC, with no differences between BP-I and 

BP-II.  

Studies examining positive affect using the RPA generally find that individuals with 

BP are more likely to use dampening in response to positive affect than HC (Fletcher et al., 

2013; Gruber, Eidelman, Johnson, Smith, & Harvey, 2011; Johnson et al., 2016). They also 

appear more likely to engage in self-focussed rumination when measured with the RPA 

(Gruber, Eidelman, et al., 2011) and Ruminative Response Scale (Treynor, Gonzalez, & 

Nolen-Hoeksema, 2003). 

Fletcher et al. (2013), in same study reported above, found that those with BP of any 

type scored higher on risk taking and rumination on the RSQ, and lower on the adaptive 

subscale, than HC. Their study considered those with BP in a euthymic state, whereas two 

studies examined the responses of those with BP currently experiencing affective symptoms. 

Thomas and colleagues (2007) found that remitted patients ruminated more than the HC 

group or the manic group with BP. The manic BP group was significantly more likely to use 

active coping than the remitted or depressed BP groups, and they also scored higher on risk 

taking than the remitted group or HC. Van der Gucht et al. (2009) used a modified version of 

the RSQ, so the results are not directly comparable. However, in a similarly mixed group of 
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patients with BP, they found that those experiencing depression and mania used significantly 

more rumination than those in remission, but all BP groups used more rumination than HC. 

They replicated the increased risk taking in the manic BP group found in the previous two 

studies. 

Finally, Gruber et al. (2008) utilised the Global Rumination Scale (McIntosh & 

Martin, 1992) in their study, as this scale explicitly focusses on ruminative responses to 

emotion. Compared to HC, those with euthymic BP-I had significantly higher rates of 

rumination. However, they found that controlling for current symptoms eliminated this 

difference. This was a small study, however, so it is possible that controlling for symptoms 

simply reduced the study’s ability to detect significant differences due to being under-

powered. 

Naturalistic study 

A single experience sampling study was conducted over a six-day period (Gruber et al., 

2013). The study found that the BP group used more calming, distraction, and suppression 

than HC over this period. There was also a trend for using more appraisal. It is unclear 

whether this was because the BP was experiencing more emotional distress and thus needed 

to use more techniques, or whether they had access to more techniques. A strength of this 

study is its ecologically valid design. However, the sample size was small and it did not use 

standardised measures of ER efforts, instead using a study-specific measure with no reported 

validation data. 

Experimental studies 

An experimental study of emotion induction found that after being shown a range of film 

clips (positive, neutral, and negative), the BP-I group reported greater increases in positive 

affect than HC (Gruber, Harvey, & Purcell, 2011). However, they also recovered 
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physiologically, returning to a physiologically neutral state, just as quickly as controls. A 

different report of the same study found that those with BP-I were able to successfully use 

reappraisal to reduce both subjective and physiological responses to positive affect, and 

subjective responses to negative affect (Gruber, Hay, & Gross, 2014), similar to HC. 

Although these studies reported results from a small sample, the experimental design was 

robust and the findings are promising. 

The review identified a single study (Gul & Khan, 2014) that used the Emotional 

Regulation Questionnaire (ERQ) (Gross & John, 2003). The ERQ measures how individuals 

regulate their emotions, and Gul and Khan (2014) used it to test for differences during an 

experimental ER task. The authors found that euthymic BP-I participants reported using less 

cognitive reappraisal and more emotional suppression than HC during the task.  

Finally, one study sought to teach individuals with BP-I (remitted) and HC strategies 

for ER (Hay, Sheppes, Gross, & Gruber, 2015). Participants were taught to use either 

distraction or reappraisal, and were then shown emotionally stimulating images (both positive 

and negative) and asked to regulate their emotional responses. The data show that there were 

no differences in ability to utilise these strategies between BP and HC groups, regardless of 

technique or type of emotion experienced. This study was small, but its unique design adds 

considerably to the understanding of the more context-free questionnaire data reported in 

other studies. 

Summary 

The evidence from the data available on coping strategy choice and usage indicates that 

people with BP-I have significantly limited ER strategies available to them compared with 

HC. The strongest evidence is for use of rumination and self-criticism, but there is also 

limited evidence that dampening and reappraisal can be used by people with BP to help 
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manage positive affect. Several studies also indicate that individuals with BP-II may also 

have limited ER strategies, but there is less evidence for this. Deficits in emotion regulation 

strategies may be pronounced when individuals are experiencing acute mood symptoms, but 

there is only limited evidence to support this conclusion. It is also unknown which more 

adaptive ER strategies might be helpful for individuals with BP experiencing low mood, as to 

date only less adaptive strategies such as rumination have been reported. This has important 

implications for any psychological interventions targeted at helping individuals with BP, 

particularly those in the cognitive behavioural tradition. 

2.2 Relatives 

Only one study comparing coping styles used by those with BP and UR was identified (Green 

et al., 2011). It used the CERQ to compare UR, HC, and BP-I (euthymic), and found the 

same pattern of deficits when BP were compared with UR as when they were compared to 

HC – higher use of rumination, catastrophizing, and self-blame. BP participants also used 

less putting into perspective than UR. However, URs used significantly more self-blame and 

rumination than HC, representing a mid-point between HC and BP similar to the self-

reported ER data from URs reported in part 1. 

2.3 Depression 

Self-report 

Several studies have compared self-report data of individuals with BP to UPD. In a large 

study, Fletcher and colleagues (2013) found that, when measured with RPA and CERQ, those 

with BP-I and -II were more likely to engage in emotion-focussed and self-focussed 

rumination as a coping strategy for dealing with positive affect, compared with those with 

UPD. In terms of negative affect, the BP groups were more likely to engage in risk-taking 

coping strategies than UPD. BP-II patients scored higher on emotion-focussed responses to 
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positive affect than UPD patients when RPA was used rather than CERQ. No differences 

were found in risk-taking using the RPA. Interestingly, however, in a similar study, 

Wolkenstein et al. (2014) asked a medium-sized mixed group of BP patients, all in remission, 

and a group with remitted UPD, to complete the CERQ. They found no significant difference 

between the groups. 

In a different design, Johnson et al. (2016) reported on a small mixed group (BP-I, II, 

and NOS) of undergraduate university students screened for BP. Participants completed a 

range of measures, and ER factors were created from the measures: negative emotion, 

reappraisal, suppression, and positive emotion. Compared to those with a history of UPD or 

HC, they found that those with BP selected strategies that involved focus on positive 

emotions more than the other groups. This effect disappeared when current manic symptoms 

were controlled for however. BP participants were also more likely to endorse more negative 

rumination, but again this effect also disappeared when results of a depression scale were 

controlled for. This study could be criticised for using individuals who are likely to have less 

strong symptoms of BP, given they were not diagnosed prior to involvement in the study, and 

so the generalisability of the results is questionable. 

Experimental studies 

Two small studies have experimentally manipulated mood in groups with UPD and BP. One 

study instructed participants with BP-I and UPD (both remitted) to visualise a goal, and then 

complete the RPA (Gilbert, Nolen-Hoeksema, & Gruber, 2013). No differences were found 

at a global level between the groups, but there were subtle physiological changes associated 

with response strategy, and there was an association between dampening and higher manic 

and depressive symptoms in the BP group. A later study by the same research group, again 

using individuals with BP-I and UPD replicated the general lack of finding of significant 

differences on a goal visualisation paradigm (Gilbert & Gruber, 2014), but did not use the 
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RPA. Instead, it used self-report of positive and negative affect, as well as physiological 

measures. 

Naturalistic studies  

An experience sampling paradigm conducted by Gruber and colleagues (2013) found that 

both BP and UPD groups reported more ER effort compared to HC, using calming, 

distraction, and suppression. There was also a trend towards BP participants using more 

appraisal. BP groups also reported high positive and negative emotionality (matching HC and 

UPD groups respectively) across days. While the study utilised a unique naturalistic design, it 

only recorded data over six days and only had small sample sizes.  

Summary 

Overall, a range of different methods have been used to compare those with UPD to those 

with BP in terms of coping with emotions. The results have been mixed. The strongest 

evidence comes from experimental studies of the effect of mood induction on people with 

BP-I – they do not appear to be more affected by inducted mood than those with UPD. Other 

findings regarding coping style difference between those with BP and UPD have been mixed, 

and no clear conclusions can be drawn from the evidence at this time. Those with BP may be 

more prone to risk-taking and they may also focus more on positive affect, but as shown by 

Johnson and colleagues (2016), current mood state can affect these findings and should be 

controlled for. Theirs is the only study to control for current mood, and they found no 

significant differences.  

2.5 BPD 

Only two studies have been conducted in this area. First, a small study found that people with 

BPD scored lower than those with BP-II on the CERQ scales of Planning, Positive 

Reappraisal, and Perspective, but higher on Self-Blame, Catastrophize, and Blame scales 
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(Fletcher et al., 2014). This, combined with the results on ER difficulties and impulsivity in 

people with BPD from the same study, suggest that ER difficulties and a lack of positive 

coping styles may help explain the poorer outcomes for individuals with BPD compared to 

those with BP. 

The second study involved transcripts of a 50-minute dynamic interview rated by 

observers (Kramer, 2012). It found that compared with outpatients with BPD, patients with 

acute BP (inpatients) used more negotiation and accommodation. There were no other 

differences in how the two groups coped reported in this study.  

Thus, while it appears there may be some differences in how people with BPD and 

BP cope with emotions, there is only very limited evidence and further research is needed in 

this area. 

2.6 Schizophrenia 

In a pair of studies conducted recently, Rowland and colleagues found differences in the 

pattern of responses to emotion between individuals with BP and schizophrenia. In the first, a 

large study, those with BP-I reported the highest levels of rumination and self-blame, and 

those with BP and schizophrenia had similar levels of catastrophizing and low levels of 

putting into perspective, compared with controls (Rowland, Hamilton, Vella, et al., 2013). 

There were significant group differences in depression and anxiety/stress, which the 

researchers attempted to control for with statistical analysis. A separate medium-sized study 

found higher levels of self-blame in a BP group compared to a group with schizophrenia, 

with schizophrenia forming a mid-way point between BP and HC (Rowland, Hamilton, Lino, 

et al., 2013). Again, there were significant differences in the symptoms reported by patients 

in this study, but in this study no attempts were made to control for the impact of this on the 

variables of interest using statistical techniques.  
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Although these studies are well-designed in that they use standardised measures and 

reasonably large sample sizes, they have not been replicated. The lack of well-matched 

samples on emotional variables, while understandable, also raises concerns over the validity 

of the results as emotional state has been shown to impact on reported ER in other studies 

reviewed here. 

2.7 Insomnia 

In a small study of individuals with BP and individuals with insomnia, Gruber and colleagues 

found that if current symptoms were not included in the analysis, those with insomnia had 

similar levels of rumination and worry as those with BP (Gruber et al., 2008). However, these 

differences vanished when current symptoms were controlled for, suggesting they are state-

linked rather than trait-linked. This study provides a further warning that studies of self-

reported ER need to control for current mood state as this is a potential confounding factor. 

2.8 Part 2 Summary 

People with BP appear to cope less effectively with their emotions than HC. As in self-report 

of ER, UR appear to form a mid-point between HC and BP groups, but there is only limited 

evidence to support this. Mood state appears to be key to predicting coping across clinical 

populations, however, and the research has been mixed in the extent to which studies control 

for mood state. This, as well as the variety of methods used and the general lack of 

replication studies, may explain the mixed results across comparisons with other clinical 

groups. Most studies in this area are small and while they are generally well-designed, are 

likely to have limited power to detect true differences between groups. Of all clinical groups 

reported in this section, however, it appears that those with BPD are consistently less able to 

cope effectively with emotions than those with BP – a finding that supports the results of the 

self-report studies reported in Part 1.  
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Quality of the evidence 

Concerns have been raised regarding the quality of the evidence reported in observational 

studies, and about the quality of the reporting itself. An initiative was established in 2004 to 

develop guidelines to help improve the quality of reporting in this area (von Elm et al., 2007), 

called STROBE. The resulting STROBE Checklist has subsequently been used by leading 

academic journals to help improve the reporting of observational research. The STROBE 

Checklist was utilised in this review to evaluate the quality of the reporting of the studies 

reviewed (Appendix 3). 

The quality of the reporting was variable, ranging from 13 to 22. A higher score 

reflects more robust reporting, but slight variations in study design make it hard to directly 

compare overall scores as the maximum possible score is variable. The median score was 17, 

and the mean was 17.5. 

Areas of particular weakness in the reporting of evidence were: 

• lack of description of the research setting, particularly dates over which the research 

was conducted 

• lack of attempts to address potential sources of bias in the research, particularly in 

recruitment 

• lack of justification of sample sizes or power analyses 

• lack of reporting on participants through the course of the study – e.g. how many were 

initially contacted or approached the study, of these how many were eligible to 

participate, etc. 

• little discussion of missing data and how this was handled in analyses 

Some of these weaknesses are perhaps more concerning than others. While the difficulties of 

recruiting well-defined clinical groups make it understandable that samples may be small and 
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probably not representative, little is done in the evidence base to comment on this or try to 

correct for it. This includes in the discussion of the generalisability of the findings. It is also 

difficult to draw accurate conclusions about the robustness of the evidence when power 

calculations and/or effect sizes are not often reported, and the lack of commentary on missing 

data across most studies in this review is concerning. 

Therefore, it is considered that the quality of reporting of the evidence in this review 

is fair. Many of the basic principles described in STROBE are met, including a generally 

robust statement of aims and hypotheses of research, good diagnostic descriptions, use of 

validated and reliable measures, and measured discussion of the results.  

Implications for Clinical Practice 

It may be useful to consider the implications of the research summarised in this review on 

clinical practice. For clinical psychologists, particularly, the understanding that people with a 

diagnosis of BP report ER difficulties at a similar level to those reported by people with BPD 

provides both treatment targets and the possibility for prevention. These ideas will be 

discussed separately below. 

In terms of treatment options, there is growing evidence that treatments including 

mindfulness practice may be useful in helping individuals with ER difficulties (Hill & 

Updegraff, 2012). Given the clinical similarities in ER between BP and BPD summarised 

above, an obvious existing therapy model that shows promise is dialectical behavioural 

therapy (DBT) (Linehan, Armstrong, Suarez, Allmon, & Heard, 1991). DBT has been 

adapted and used in a randomised controlled treatment trial of people with BP with promising 

results (Van Dijk, Jeffrey, & Katz, 2013). Similarly, mindfulness based cognitive therapy 

(MBCT) has also been used with people with BP and been found to increase ER abilities 

(Deckersbach et al., 2012). Other therapeutic models, such as Acceptance and Commitment 
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Therapy (ACT) provide an alternative approach to problematic ER that incorporates elements 

of mindfulness and has been shown promise in the treatment of individuals with emotional 

difficulties following psychosis, including individuals with BP (White et al., 2011). ACT has 

also been used with people with BP who have co-morbid anxiety with promising results 

(Pankowski, Adler, Andersson, Lindefors, & Svanborg, 2017). Thus, it appears that the 

general premise that ER difficulties in people with BP represent a treatment target for 

psychological therapy that can improve the well-being and reduce symptoms in this 

population appears promising. In particular, given the evidence reviewed, it appears that a 

focus on the management of emotions related to mania may be the most useful for individuals 

with BP – a treatment protocol focussing on managing irritable and euphoric feelings should 

be developed and tested. 

It may be worth considering separately the utility of conceptualising ER difficulty as a 

potentially pathological factor when dealing with at-risk groups. For example, mindfulness 

and specific ER skills, including general education around emotional well-being, could be 

taught in schools. A potential model for this is CBT skills taught in a classroom-based style 

to adolescents at risk for depression, which showed success (Stallard et al., 2012). 

Mindfulness programmes have already been piloted in schools with promising results 

(Kuyken et al., 2013), and so extending and building on this evidence provides an obvious 

direction of development of this idea. Increasing the resilience and ER abilities of young 

people before the first onset of serious mental illness seems likely to be effective in reducing 

overall rates of distress and duration of illness, although this has not been studied 

longitudinally to date. This is an exciting direction that can only be expanded as evidence 

increases both our understanding of ER in BP and also our understanding of the effects of 

psychological treatments on ER and well-being. 
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Conclusions 

A wide variety of research has been conducted investigating ER in people with BP. Overall, 

this research is reported to a fair standard, but there is scope for improvement. The studies to 

date have often used creative methods to tease out sometimes subtle differences between 

groups. The picture that emerges is that those with BP most likely do experience deficits in 

regulating and coping with their emotions, which they are able to self-report. However, it 

remains unclear to what extent, if any, those deficits are above and beyond what is seen in 

clinical populations more general. There are hints at particular areas of difficulty, e.g. that 

those with BP struggle particularly with regulating their emotional “highs” whereas all 

clinical groups may struggle to regulate low mood. This is a rich area of study that would 

benefit from larger participant numbers, better reporting including in particular more care and 

attention to statistical analysis of power or effect, and more consistent methods, as the 

creative and varied studies to date make drawing firm conclusions difficult. Until agreed 

methodology is used across research groups, it is likely to continue to be a mixed area of 

research findings. The results provide promising targets for prevention and intervention in BP 

and other mental health problems, and should be studied in this context in greater detail. 
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Empirical research paper: Factors related to schizotypal traits in autistic 

people and healthy controls, and their relation to psychosis 

Abstract 

Introduction: Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are complex conditions involving 

impairments in a number of social and communicative domains. There is an overlap between 

ASD and psychotic mental health problems. Making sense of this using categorical 

conceptualisations of the two conditions has been difficult. This study uses a dimensional 

approach to measure autistic and schizotypal (as a proxy for psychosis) traits, and explores 

the impact of emotional regulation (ER), affective lability, and perspective taking on these 

traits. Method: Participants in a previous research study of autism and psychosis who were 

dually affected by these conditions were invited to take part (n=20). Additionally, five other 

autistic people with a history of psychosis were recruited. A comparison group of 

neurotypical individuals (n=43) was recruited via social media, and a group of autistic 

people without history of psychosis (n=59) recruited through a research database. All groups 

completed questionnaires measuring the variables of interest. Data were analysed primarily 

using regression analyses. Results: As predicted, autistic and schizotypal traits were highly 

correlated. Affective lability increased as positive schizotypal traits increased. Negative 

schizotypy was related to higher affective lability, but also a number of other traits measured. 

Disorganised schizotypy was related to more affective lability and more communication 

difficulties. Autistic people who had experienced psychosis reported more affective lability 

and fewer autistic traits than autistic people who have not experienced psychosis. 

Conclusions: Affective lability seems to play an important role in the possible development of 

psychopathology and should be investigated further in the context of psychosis and autism. 
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Introduction 

Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are life-long neurodevelopmental conditions affecting an 

individual’s perception of and interaction with the world (Ousley & Cermak, 2014). ASD 

refers to a number of heterogeneous “autisms” (Geschwind & Levitt, 2007), conditions that 

share core features of unusual perceptual abilities (Dakin & Frith, 2005), social 

communication difficulties (Sigman, Ungerer, & Sherman, 1986), and difficulties interpreting 

social cues (Dawson et al., 2004) but differ subtly from individual to individual. Some argue 

that discrete and fairly homogenous subtypes of autism can be defined, such as Asperger’s 

syndrome (Ozonoff, Rogers, & Pennington, 1991; Tantam & Girgis, 2009), although some 

current diagnostic criteria do not make such distinctions (American Psychiatric Association, 

2013). In the current study, no distinction will be made between subtypes of ASD. 

 Since the first definition of autism, a description by Bleuler of what we might now 

consider the negative symptoms of psychotic mental illness (Kuhn, 2004), there has been a 

persistent debate about the relationship between the experiences of the autistic people (AP; an 

identity-first label for individuals who meet diagnostic criteria for ASD, preferred by some in 

the autistic community; see https://www.identityfirstautistic.org/ for more information) and 

the experience of mental illness. The current study aims to explore this relationship by 

drawing on dimensional approaches to understanding their similarities and differences. It is 

hoped that this exploration will contribute to a richer understanding of this relationship and, 

ultimately, better outcomes for individuals at a clinical level through the adaptation of 

clinical practice. 

 First, the evidence about rates and nature of mental health problems in AP will be 

explored, with a focus on difficulties researching in this area and disorders with high 

prevalence in AP. Then the dimensional concepts of schizotypy, emotional regulation (ER), 

and empathy will be discussed in relation to autism and psychosis. 

https://www.identityfirstautistic.org/
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Mental health, intellectual ability, and autism 

AP are known to experience a number of mental health problems at greater rates than 

neurotypical people (the autistic movement’s term for people who are not autistic). One 

potential confounding factor is intellectual disability (ID). Despite methodological issues of 

research in this area (Matson & Kozlowski, 2011), it is clear that rates of ID are high in AP – 

up to 70% estimated by one study (La Malfa, Lassi, Bertelli, Salvini, & Placidi, 2004). 

Compared to individuals with ID, those with ID and ASD appear to be at no greater risk of 

developing additional mental health problems (Melville et al., 2008; Tsakanikos et al., 2006), 

but individuals with ID are at much greater risk of mental health problems than the general 

population (Cooper, Smiley, Morrison, Williamson, & Allan, 2006).  

However, among so-called “high-functioning” AP,  a term that generally refers to 

individuals who do not have ID, ASD correlates with increased rates of depression, anxiety, 

bi-polar disorder, and psychosis, and experience of overall fair to poor quality of life 

(Cederlund, Hagberg, Billsted, Gillberg, & Gillberg, 2008; Hofvander et al., 2009; Howlin, 

2000; Vannucchi et al., 2014). This higher rate of co-morbidity may be due to underlying 

biological/genetic factors, cognitive style or emotional regulation (ER) difficulties, or other 

as-yet unknown factors increasing vulnerability to stress, for example. Equally, it could be 

explained by the experiences of AP in a “neurotypical world”, which may inherently be 

stressful for them, or due to other sources of stress related to sensory processing difficulties, 

for example. In the context of a stress-vulnerability model of mental illness (Nuechterlein & 

Dawson, 1984), this could explain increased co-morbidity in this group, particularly 

psychosis. Reactivity to stress has been found to be significantly correlated with familial risk 

of psychosis (Myin-Germeys, van Os, Schwartz, Stone, & Delespaul, 2001). Expanding on 

this, it has been argued that prolonged exposure to psychosocial stress increases risk of 

psychosis (Van Winkel, Stefanis, & Myin-Germeys, 2008). 
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Psychosis and autism 

The association between ASD and psychosis is complex and has a complex history of 

changing understandings through the decades. It is of interest both theoretically and 

clinically, and research in this area can help improve understanding of risk factors, 

phenomenology, and effective ways of helping individuals with these conditions. The current 

understanding of the relationship will be explored in this section. 

There are biological hints that ASD and psychosis may be related (de Lacy & King, 

2013), particularly ASD and schizophrenia, with overlapping genetic (Burbach & van der 

Zwaag, 2009) and neurobiological features (de Lacy & King, 2013). Behaviourally and 

cognitively, too, there is considerable overlap between the negative symptoms of psychosis 

and ASD (Couture et al., 2010; Woodbury-Smith, Boyd, & Szatmari, 2010), which has led 

some to suggest that ASD might form part of the same spectrum as schizophrenia-spectrum 

disorders (SSDs) (King & Lord, 2011).  

To complicate the picture further, while certain aspects of psychosis and ASD seem to 

be held in common, others differ (Morioka, Kawaike, Sameshima, & Ijichi, 2013). For 

example, difficulties with motivation, understanding others’ perspectives/emotions, and 

executive functioning occur in both populations, whereas individuals with psychosis may 

experience hallucinations or delusions that AP do not. Even within areas of overlapping 

deficit, there are often subtle differences that hint at related but different mechanisms. For 

example, a recent investigation into facial affect processing in AP and people with SSD 

found a pattern of responding that was moderated by IQ in the SSD group, but not in the AP 

group (Sasson, Pinkham, Weittenhiller, Faso, & Simpson, 2016). 

Chisholm and colleagues (2015) reviewed eight possible models of relationship 

between ASD and SSDs, and concluded that the evidence was strongest for four models – 

ASD as vulnerability factor to psychosis, the diametrical model, associated liabilities model, 
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and the multiple overlapping aetiologies model. From the evidence available, they were not 

able to choose a single model that is clearly the best fit. They highlight that these models may 

not be mutually exclusive, and that there are likely to be subgroups for whom one model or 

another may be a better explanatory fit. Thus, any research into an overlap between ASD and 

psychosis will be informed by and influence discussion of an explanatory model of that 

overlap. 

Autism and schizotypy 

In order to understand the relationship between ASD and psychosis, some researchers have 

attempted to map ASD traits and psychotic traits into the same space. Researchers have used 

a personality construct called schizotypy as a proxy for “psychosis-proneness” (Rossi & 

Daneluzzo, 2002). Schizotypy is characterised by magical thinking, strange experiences, 

social withdrawal, and other features, and can broadly be divided to include factors called 

positive, negative, or disorganised (Johns & van Os, 2001). Like ASD, it can be considered a 

spectrum that blends into normality – all people have schizotypal traits, but these are usually 

not clinically significant. At the extreme end, schizotypal traits might lead to a diagnosis of 

schizotypal personality disorder, a condition strongly linked to psychosis (Kendler, 

Gruenberg, & Strauss, 1981). This makes it perhaps easier to compare ASD (a collection of 

traits) to schizotypy (another set of traits), rather than psychosis (a state that changes over 

time and might at any time be considered present or absent). 

Research has found correlations between certain subscales of schizotypy and ASD. 

These concepts have been compared in general population samples (Dinsdale, Hurd, 

Wakabayashi, Elliot, & Crespi, 2013; Ford & Crewther, 2014; Hurst, Nelson-Gray, Mitchell, 

& Kwapil, 2007; Mealey, Abbott, Byrne, & McGillivray, 2014; Russell-Smith, Maybery, & 

Bayliss, 2011), AP (Barneveld et al., 2011; Spek & Wouters, 2010), as well as in people with 

psychosis (Spek & Wouters, 2010) and schizotypal personality disorder (Esterberg, Ousley, 
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Cubells, & Walker, 2013; Esterberg, Trotman, Brasfield, Compton, & Walker, 2008). The 

results of this combined research indicate that certain aspects of ASD and schizotypy are 

related even in non-clinical samples, while others vary by group membership. For example, 

there seems to be a robust overlap between negative symptoms of schizotypy and autistic 

traits (e.g. Barnevald et al., 2011). Social skill deficit seems specific to ASD, and positive 

schizotypy (for example, unusual experiences) seems specific to schizotypy (Spek & 

Wouters, 2010). 

Both Dinsdale et al. (2013) and Ford and Crewther (2014) have attempted to create 

factors that combine features of ASD and schizotypy, as measured by the Autism Quotient 

(AQ) (Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Skinner, Martin, & Clubley, 2001) and measures such as 

the Schizotypal Personality Questionnaire (SPQ) (Raine, 1991) or the SPQ-Brief Revised 

(SPQ-BR) (A. S. Cohen, Matthews, Najolia, & Brown, 2010). Both research groups utilised 

large amounts of data from general population samples, but reached different conclusions. 

Dinsdale et al. (2013) found a two-factor solution, and argued that there was a clear division 

between autistic and schizotypal traits, adding further support for a theory that defined ASD 

and schizophrenia as diametrical opposites (Crespi & Badcock, 2008). Ford and Crewther 

(2014), however, defined a three-factor solution that presents a more complex relationship 

between the traits. While there were two factors that segregated between the measures, 

indicating separate autistic (“social disorganisation”) and schizotypal (“perceptual oddities”) 

constructs, these explained much less variance than the third factor which included items 

from both the AQ and the SPQ. They term the construct that this factor measures “social 

rigidity” and postulate that this factor underlies many of the difficulties experienced by both 

AP and people who experience high levels of schizotypy. 

While these general investigations of the relationships between constructs in the 

general population are informative, little research has investigated AP who experience 
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psychosis, and to date no examination of schizotypal traits in this group has been published 

so it is unknown how generalizable the findings reported above actually are. Understanding 

the differences and relationship between ASD and schizotypy will help define the concepts 

more accurately and increase knowledge of factors that may affect resilience or risk. 

Affective Lability, Emotional Regulation and Empathy 

Evidence from research on those dually-diagnosed with ASD and psychosis indicates high 

rates of mood disruption (Larson et al., 2017). This finding is supported by genetic studies 

(De Long & Dwyer, 1988) and prevalence data (Vannucchi et al., 2014) linking ASD to bi-

polar disorder, indicating the possibility of underlying ER difficulties and/or affective lability 

in some AP that might increase their likelihood of developing (psychotic) mental illness. 

Instability of mood, something called lability in psychiatry, has also been linked with bi-polar 

disorder (H S Akiskal et al., 1995; Henry et al., 2001b), and so seems a particularly important 

dimension to study given the possibility that categorical divisions between disorders such as 

bipolar disorder and schizophrenia may not be supported at a genetic level (Craddock & 

Owen, 2010). ER also provides an important target for the psychological treatment of mental 

health problems (Aldao, Nolen-Hoeksema, & Schweizer, 2010). Little research has been 

conducted into ER difficulties in AP, but it is recognised as an area of potential difficulty for 

this population (Mazefsky & White, 2014). 

Another factor of interest is empathy. The diametric model of ASD and schizophrenia 

suggests that increased empathy may be linked to increased risk of psychosis, through a 

mechanism of emphasising too much the contents of others’ minds (Brosnan, Ashwin, 

Walker, & Donaghue, 2010; Crespi & Badcock, 2008). Empathy is found to be impaired in 

AP in general (Baron-Cohen, 2002), but one particular subtype of empathy, perspective 

taking, has been found to be impaired in both AP (Reed & Peterson, 1990) and, separately, in 

individuals with schizophrenia (Langdon, Coltheart, & Ward, 2006). Nothing is known about 
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empathy in AP who have experienced psychosis but it might reasonably be predicted to be 

impaired. 

Summary 

Given the complexity of the concepts of ASD and psychosis, there are likely to be many 

dimensions that can be used to define them and their overlap. The current study has defined 

four dimensions of interest based on the evidence available (particularly the very limited 

evidence regarding the experiences of AP who have experienced psychosis): schizotypy, 

affective lability, ER, and one factor of empathy (perspective taking). Using these 

dimensions, the current study is designed to further contribute to our understanding of ASD 

and psychosis, using the responses of neurotypical people, AP, and AP who have experienced 

psychosis. This richness of participant experience in itself provides a unique feature of the 

study and is hoped will help with the interpretation of the findings 

Aims and hypotheses 

The elements defined in this introduction (schizotypal traits, autistic traits, affective lability, 

ER, and perspective taking) have not been studied together to date in any population. There is 

also no research exploring affective lability or ER in AP. Thus, the aims of the current study 

are as follows: 

• To investigate the relationship between schizotypal and autistic traits in a sample of 

AP with and without a history of psychosis 

• To explore the relationship of ER, affective lability, and perspective-taking with 

schizotypal and autistic traits across neurotypical and autistic participants 

The hypotheses are as follows: 

1. AP will have higher rates of both schizotypal and autistic traits compared with 

neurotypical controls 
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2. Schizotypal traits will be higher in AP with a history of psychosis (AP-P) 

compared with AP who have no history of psychosis (AP-NP) 

3. AP-P will have higher rates of non-helpful ER strategies than AP-NP and will also 

have higher overall rates of affective lability 

4. AP-P will have higher perspective taking scores than AP-NP 

5. Higher ER difficulties and affective lability will be associated with higher 

schizotypal scores across participant groups 

Method 

Ethical approval for the study was given by the North of Scotland NHS Research Ethics 

Committee in January 2016 (see Appendix 4). Two amendments to the study were also 

approved to allow wider recruitment in the AP-P group and recruitment of the NC group. The 

study was conducted between January 2016 and April 2017. 

Design 

This is an observational study utilising comparison of responses to self-report measures of the 

key concepts across participant groups. Participants were offered the chance to participate in 

a prize draw as part of their participation in the research. 

Procedures 

Participants were recruited to three groups: AP-P, AP-NP, and neurotypical control (NC). 

The procedures for each group will be described separately below. A flow chart is also shown 

in Figure 2 to clarify the different procedures by group. 
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Figure 2. Procedure of study recruitment and data collection, by group. 

AP-P 

The AP-P group (n=25) was formed of participants in previous research who were invited to 

take part in the current study (Larson et al., 2017) (n=20) as well as new participants self-

identified through the Autism Research Centre’s (ARC) participant database (n=5). Where e-

mail addresses were available for participants in a previous research study, individuals were 

e-mailed a brief statement about the research that contained a link. For those for whom there 

was no e-mail address on record, a copy of the information sheet (Appendix 5), consent form 

(Appendix 6), and questionnaires was sent in the post along with a reply-paid envelope and a 

brief note introducing the study. 

 The five new AP-P participants were recruited by collaboration with the Autism 

Research Centre (ARC) at the University of Cambridge. The ARC is an internationally 

reknowned centre of excellence in autism research and they maintain a database of over 1500 

AP who are willing to take part in research. Application was made to the ARC to have them 

use the database to help recruit AP for the study. This involved completing an application 

form which was reviewed by a committee. After approval, an ARC standard-format e-mail 

AP-P: 

•Identified by involvement in previous study or via ARC database mailing

•If newly identified from ARC, telephone interview using DIP-DM to confirm eligibility

•Either go to study website to provide consent and complete measures

•Or complete paper version of consent form and questionnaires

•Enter self into prize draw if desired

AP-NP:

•Self-identify from ARC database mailing

•Go to study website to provide consent and complete measures

•Enter self into prize draw if desired

NC:

•Self-identify from Facebook post advertising the study

•Go to study website to provide consent and complete measures

•Enter self into prize draw if desired
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was sent to eligible participants by the database administrator (see Appendix 7). Individuals 

who identified as autistic and having experience psychosis contacted the researcher by e-

mail. They gave consent to be interviewed about their experiences prior to completing 

questionnaires, in order to screen for psychosis. These interviews were completed over the 

telephone and used the Diagnostic Interview for Psychosis (DIP-DM) (Castle et al., 2006) to 

confirm the presence of a history of psychosis. Participants were only accepted if they 

confirmed that a diagnosis of ASD had been made by a health professional and they met 

criteria for a psychotic disorder as described by Larson et al. (2017) on the DIP-DM. They 

were then e-mailed a link to the same on-line questionnaire as the main AP-P group. 

AP-NP 

Participants in the AP-NP group (n=59) were also recruited via the ARC database, with a 

different invitation e-mail (see Appendix 7).  They were asked to confirm they had no 

significant mental health history. Those interested then proceeded to the on-line information 

sheet (Appendix 5), consent form (Appendix 6), and questionnaires, which were sent as a link 

in the invitation e-mail. Diagnosis of ASD was not confirmed for this group, but the ARC 

database is maintained by a respected research group and participants’ eligibility checked by 

ARC, so it was considered reasonable to assume that they represent AP. 

NC 

NC were recruited from social media advertising (n=43). Specifically, a public post was 

made on the authors’ Facebook page and shared by her contacts. This post contained a brief 

summary of the study (Appendix 8) and a link to the on-line information sheet (Appendix 5), 

consent form (Appendix 6), and questionnaires. NC were not formally screened, but were 

asked to confirm they had no history of ASD diagnosis nor any significant mental health 

history before taking part. 
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All Participants 

Participants were asked to sign a consent form before completing the questionnaires. At the 

end of the questionnaires, all participants were invited to take part in a prize draw for one of 

three gift vouchers for Amazon.co.uk worth £15 each. If an individual wished to take part in 

the prize draw, they provided an e-mail address that was used for this purpose only and not 

linked to their data. The prize draw took place using a random number generator and a list of 

e-mail addresses of those entered into the prize draw. Winners were sent an e-mail link 

directly from Amazon.co.uk with the electornic gift card included. 

The initial contact contained brief information about the research and included either 

a link to the survey homepage where the full information sheet (see Appendix 5) relevant to 

the participant group was presented or a copy of the information sheet, consent form, and 

questionnaires for postal respondants. Participants were asked to read the information sheet 

and sign a consent form (electronic or paper) before completing the questionnaires. 

Information was collected from all participants regarding their age and gender. No 

other demographic information was collected. 

Measures 

There are a limited number of self-report measures relevant to the concepts being studied. 

Efforts were made to identify the most commonly used and highest quality questionnaires in 

each area. However, efforts were also made to identify psychometrically valid short forms of 

the questionnaires  and these were used where possible to limit burden on participants. 

Measures were identified from reviewing the literature from the introduction and also using 

internet searching. All measures used have acceptable reliability and validity. 

The following self-report measures were used: 
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• Autism Spectrum Quotient (AQ) (Baron-Cohen et al., 2001): This is a 50-item 

questionnaire that measures traits associated with ASD. It contains five subscales 

(Communication, Social, Imagination, Local Details, and Attention Switching). It is 

the gold standard in self-reported autistic traits and is used widely in ASD research. 

The AQ has been shown to have good internal consistency and test-retest reliability. 

• Schizotypal Personality Questionnaire – Brief Revised (SPQ-BR) (A. S. Cohen et al., 

2010): This is a 32-item questionnaire that measures schizotypal traits. It contains 

nine subscales (Ideas of Reference, Social Anxiety, Magical Thinking, Unusual 

Perceptions, Eccentric Behaviour, No Close Friends, Odd Speech, Constricted Affect, 

and Suspiciousness), which can be categorised into positive, negative, and 

disorganised traits. This is a validated short-form of the most regularly used self-

report measure of schizotypal traits. It was developed using exploratory and 

confirmatory factor analysis identifying key items from the original scale to maximise 

internal consistency and factor independence. It has been subjected to further 

psychometric validation in two large independent samples after its original 

development and findings of reliability were replicated (Callaway, Cohen, Matthews, 

& Dinzeo, 2014). 

• Questionnaire of Cognitive and Affective Empathy (QCAE) (Reniers, Corcoran, 

Drake, Shryane, & Völlm, 2011), perspective-taking subscale: This is a 10-item 

subscale of a larger measure. The subscale measures participants’ ability to imagine 

things from perspectives other than their own. It is the only widely-used measure of 

perspective-taking. It was developed using exploratory and confirmatory factor 

analyses, with additional construct validity being established by comparing results 

with a number of well-regarded measures of aggression and temperament. The 

authors found strong negative correlations with these measures, as they hypothesised. 
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They also tested for convergent validity by comparing results on the QCAE to an 

existing measure of a similar construct, finding the expected positive correlation. It is 

not reported how reliable the measure is over time, with no test-retest data available. 

• Affective Lability Scale-18 (ALS-18) (Look, Flory, Harvey, & Siever, 2010): This 

18-item measure assesses the extent to which individuals switch between emotional 

states. It measures changes between euthymia (balanced or neutral mood) and anxiety, 

depression, elation, and anger. It also measures switches between anxiety/depression 

and depression/elation. This is a short-form of the most commonly used measure of 

affective lability. Results correlate strongly with the original ALS, and convergent 

and discriminant validity was supported by the results of self-report measures of 

effective and psychosocial functioning. It also has good clinical utility, with 

individuals with personality disorders linked to affective lability (e.g. BPD) scoring 

highly compared to individuals with other types of personality disorder or healthy 

controls. Confirmatory factor analysis found the three factor solution a good fit, but 

the authors acknowledge another factor model may be more appropriate when 

interpreting the data. They recommend further exploration of this, which has not yet 

been completed. 

• Emotional Regulation Questionnaire-9 (ERQ-9) (Spaapen, Waters, Brummer, Stopa, 

& Bucks, 2014): This 9-item questionnaire measures the extent to which individuals 

utilise one of two distinct coping strategies to manage strong emotion: reappraisal and 

suppression. Emotional suppression is considered to be a less effective strategy, and 

so was predicted to be higher in individuals with significant mental health problems 

(the AP-P group). This is a short-form of one of the most commonly used ER self-

report tools. It was developed when analysing the psychometric properties of the 

original tool in different cultural groups. The original factor structure was found not 
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to be replicated in two new samples, and the ERQ-9 was developed as a more valid 

and reliable version. Confirmatory factor analysis shows a good model fit. However, 

the authors acknowledge that further work should be done to establish the test-retest 

reliability, predictive validity, and concurrent validity. 

Analysis 

Data were entered into a spreadsheet and analysed using SPSS version 24. For all measures 

where there were subscales, both a total score and subscale scores were calculated and 

entered as variables. Dummy variables were created encoding membership in the AP-P and 

AP-NP groups. Descriptive statistics were calculated for each group and groups compared 

using the appropriate test based on the normality of the distribution (either t-test or Mann-

Whitney U). Additionally, the SPQ-BR, AQ, and ALS-18 scores were compared to 

normative samples to estimate comparability. The following pre-specified analyses were then 

conducted: 

• Linear regression of the main SPQ subscale scores (Positive, Negative, and 

Disorganised) using AQ total score, gender, age, and group as predictor variables. 

• Second linear regression of the main SPQ subscale scores using AQ subscales, group, 

significant interactions between AQ subscale scores and group, ALS total score, ER 

styles, QCAE perspective taking, age, and gender as predictor variables. 

• Logistic regression of AP-P/-NP group membership, looking for the effects of AQ, 

age, ER style, total ALS-18 score, and QCAE perspective taking. 

• Within the AP groups, exploration of between-groups differences in euthymia-

depression, euthymia-mania, and depression-euthymia scales of the ALS-18 tested 

using ANOVA. Other ALS-18 scales were tested but with no a-priori hypotheses, and 

so the significance level was adjusted using the Bonferroni correction method. 
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The data were tested for suitability of linear regression in the following way: 

• The relationship between SPQ-BR scales (Positive, Negative, and Disorganised) were 

plotted against total AQ scores and fit lines inspected to ensure they were linear. 

• The distribution of the residuals in the models were inspected for normality and 

outliers investigated to ensure they were not having a significant impact on the model 

by repeating the analysis with and without the outlier present. 

• Autocorrelation was assessed using the Durbin Watson statistics for each regression 

in SPSS. These revealed minimal levels of autocorrelation for each of the three 

regressions. 

• Multicollinearity was examined by calculating variation inflation factors (VIFs) for 

each variable within each regression. There is not uniform agreement on thresholds 

for problematic levels of multicollinearity. O’Brien (2007) cites authors suggesting as 

low as 4 or 5 as problematic, but advises caution in the use of these thresholds. We 

found only one covariate had a VIF just over 4, the most conservative threshold; all 

other values were smaller than this, and thus we consider the data to be suitably non-

multicollinear for regression analysis. 

Results 

Descriptive statistics 

Table 1 describes the characteristics of the three groups. 

Demographics 

The AP-NP group was significantly older (U[83] = 341.5, Z = -3.48, p = 0.001) and had a 

significantly lower proportion of males than the AP-P group (2[1, N=84] = 5.9, p = 0.15). 

The AP-NP group was also significantly older than the NC group (U[101] = 488.5, Z = -5.3, 

p = <0.001). There was no significant difference in gender between the AP-NP and NC 
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groups (2[1, N=102] = 0.05, p = >0.05). There was no significant difference in age between 

the AP-P and NC groups (U[65] = 472.5, Z = -0.3, p = >0.05). 

 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics. This table shows the means and standard deviations of the demographics and measures used 

in this study across the three study groups: autistic people with psychosis (AP-P), autistic people without psychosis (AP-

NP), and neurotypical controls (NC). 

Group AP-P AP-NP NC 

N 25 59 43 

N male (%) 17 (68%) 26 (44%) 18 (42%) 

Mean age (SD) 33.5 (11) 44.3 (12.8) 31.5 (9.2) 

AQ mean (SD) 31 (9.9) 39 (8.2) 19.6 (9) 

SPQ-BR total mean 
(SD) 

77.6 (21.7) 71.8 (16.6) 52.6 (20.4) 

SPQ-BR Positive mean 
(SD) 

29.1 (13.4) 20.6 (9.2) 15.2 (9.4) 

SPQ-BR Negative 
mean (SD) 

26.8 (8.1) 28.4 (7.6) 19.5 (8.9) 

SPQ-BR Disorganised 
(SD) 

21.7 (4.7) 22.7 (6.1) 17.9 (7.2) 

ALS-18 total mean 
(SD) 

26 (10.8) 19.2 (13.3) 17.5 (12.7) 

QCAE Perspective 
Taking mean (SD) 

22.2 (6.7) 20.3 (7) 29.1 (5.7) 

ERQ-9 Cognitive 
Reappraisal mean 

19.7 (6.4) 22.3 (7) 22.1 (6.3) 

ERQ-9 Emotion 
Suppression mean 

17.3 (5.9) 16.3 (6.4) 14.7 (5.6) 

 
N= number; SD = standard deviation; AQ = Autism Quotient; SPQ-BR = Schizotypal Personality 
Questionnaire – Brief Revised; ALS-18 = Affective Lability Scale – 18; QCAE = Questionnaire of 
Cognitive and Affective Empathy; ERQ-9 = Emotional Regulation Questionnaire – 9 
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AQ scores 

Data from this study were compared with the result of a systematic review of total AQ scores 

across general population and clinical (autistic) samples (Ruzich et al., 2015) via z-test. 

Compared with the general population estimate by Ruzich and colleagues, the NC sample in 

this group scored significantly higher on the AQ (z = 3.12, p = 0.002). Compared to the 

clinical sample, the AP-P group scored significantly lower (z = -3.19, p = 0.001) and the AP-

NP group scored significantly higher (z = 4.9, p <0.001). As a total group, the AP 

participants in this study scored significantly higher than the AQ clinical normative mean (z 

= 2.48, p = 0.01). 

Within this study, the AP-P group scored significantly lower on the AQ than the AP-

NP group (U[83] = 328.5, Z = -3.6, p = <0.001). Similarly, the NC group scored significantly 

lower than the AP-P group on the AQ (U[66] = 188, Z = -4.1, p = <0.001).  

Subscale scores of the AQ were compared between the AP-P and AP-NP groups as 

unplanned comparisons, and so a Bonferroni-corrected significance level of p = 0.01 was 

adopted (0.05/5). Before correction, the AP-NP group scored higher in all subscales except 

for Attention to Detail, but after correction none of these results remained significant. 

 

SPQ scores 

Compared via single sample z-test to data from a normative population (A. S. Cohen et al., 

2010), the NC group had significantly lower SPQ-BR Positive scores (z = -5.2, p<0.001), and 

significantly higher SPQ-BR Negative (z = 8.3, p<0.001) and SPQ-BR Disorganised (z = 4.1, 

p<0.001) scores. SPQ-BR normative scores are not available for an autistic sample. 

Within this study, the AP-NP group scored higher than the NC group on total SPQ 

score (t[100]=5.2, p = <0.001). The AP-NP and AP-P groups did not differ significantly on 

total SPQ score (t[80]=-1.3, p = >0.05). The AP-P group reported significantly more positive 
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schizotypal traits than the AP-NP group (U[81] = 417.5, Z = -2.7, p = 0.007), but the two 

groups did not differ significantly in negative or disorganised schizotypal traits.  

 

ALS-18 scores 

Compared with a normative sample of 164 healthy controls (Look et al., 2010) (mean: 6.53, 

SD: 6), the NC in this sample had significantly higher total ALS scores (mean: 17.8, SD: 

12.8) (z = 12, p<0.001). Normative data are not available on ALS-18 scores for AP. 

The difference between total ALS-18 score for the AP-P and AP-NP groups 

approached significance in the expected direction (with the AP-P group reporting higher 

affective lability) (U[81] = 493, Z = -1.9, p = 0.055). Similar results were found for the 

anxiety/depression (U[81] = 519.5, Z = -1.7, p = 0.1) and depression/elation (U[81] = 500.5, 

Z = -1.8, p = 0.07) subscales of the ALS-18, with results in the expected direction but not 

reaching statistical significance. There was no significant difference in ALS total score 

between all AP and NC (U[124] = 1441.5, Z = -1.7, p = >0.05), nor on the anxiety/depression 

(U[124] = 1518, Z = -1.3, p = >0.05) or depression/elation (U[124] = 1582, Z = -0.9, p = 

>0.05) subscales. 

QCAE 

The NC group scored significantly higher than the combined AP group on QCAE Perspective 

Taking, as expected (U[124] = 620.5, Z = -5.9, p = <0.001). There was no significant 

difference between the AP-P and AP-NP groups (U[81] = 545, Z = -1.4, p = >0.05). 

 

ERQ 

There were no significant differences in ERQ styles between the AP-P and AP-NP groups. 

When the combined AP group was compared to NC, there was a non-significant trend 

towards greater use of emotional suppression by AP (U[124] = 1421.5, Z = -1.8, p = 0.08).  
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AQ SPQ Correlation Matrix 

Table 2. Correlation matrix for the AQ and SPQ-BR. This table shows the correlations between subscales on the Autism 

Quotient (AQ) and the Schizotypal Personality Questionnaire – Brief Revised (SPQ-BR). It can be directly compared to the 

results reported by Dinsdale et al. (2013) for comparison with a neurotypical-only sample. Spearman’s rho was used to 

calculate significance. * denotes statistical significance at the p = 0.05 level. ** denotes significance at the p = 0.001 level. 

 

Social 
Attention 
switching 

Attention 
to detail Communication Imagination AQ total 

Social 
anxiety 

.647** .721** .404** .612** .473** .685** 

No close 
friends 

.598** .512** .397** .586** .460** .612** 

Eccentric 
behaviour 

.542** .570** .275** .616** .431** .587** 

Odd speech .045 .134 .115 .262** .240** .189* 

Magical 
thinking 

-.017 .034 .158 .057 -.004 .051 

Unusual 
Percep-

tions 
.132 .225* .249** .183* .148 .219* 

Ideas of 
reference 

.313** .398** .284** .386** .292** .399** 

SPQ-BR 
total 

.524** .589** .431** .616** .465** .627** 
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A correlation matrix was produced to explore the relationship between subscales of the AQ 

and SPQ-BR and is shown in Table 2 above. All subscales showed multiple and at least 

moderate correlations between the two measures except for SPQ Magical thinking, which did 

not correlate significantly with any AQ subscale or the AQ total score. 

Modelling factors affecting SPQ - Simple 

Three linear regressions were calculated to predict SPQ-BR subscales (Positive, Negative, 

Disorganised) based on AQ total score, age, gender, and group (encoded by dummy variable 

with NC as the reference group), as well as the interactions between group and AQ total. In 

each case, the interaction was found to be non-significant and so was not included in the 

model. Table 3 shows the regression coefficients, confidence intervals (95%), and 

significance values for each of the three SPQ-BR scales, and these results are discussed in the 

subsections below. 

Table 3. Regression coefficients, confidence intervals, and significance values for a simple model predicting Schizotypal 

Personality Questionnaire – Brief Revised (SPQ-BR) subscales using group membership, age, gender, and Autism Quotient 

(AQ) total scores. 

 SPQ-BR Positive SPQ-BR Negative SPQ-BR Disorganised 

 
CI  

(95%) 
p  

CI  
(95%) 

p  
CI  

(95%) 
p 

AP-P 
membership 

10.32 
4.64 – 
16.01 

<0.001 -0.34 
-3.81 – 

3.13 
0.85 0.60 

-2.78 – 
3.97 

0.73 

AP-NP 
membership 

-0.02 
-5.81 – 

5.77 
0.99 -2.85 

-6.39 – 
0.68 

0.11 -0.14 
-3.57 – 

3.30 
0.94 

AQ total 0.29 
0.08 – 
0.49 

0.006 0.63 
0.50 – 
0.75 

<0.001 0.27 
0.15 – 
0.39 

<0.001 

Age -0.01 
-0.17 – 

0.15 
0.90 -0.03 

-0.13 – 
0.07 

0.55 -0.02 
-0.12 – 

0.07 
0.63 

Gender 1.10 
-4.83 – 

2.64 
0.56 1.91 

-4.19 – 
0.36 

0.10 -0.37 
-2.58 – 

1.84 
0.74 
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SPQ Positive 

AQ total ( = 0.29, p=0.006) and membership of the AP-P group ( = 10.32, p = <0.001) 

were the only significant predictors of SPQ Positive score. The overall model fit was r2 = .24, 

which is a small-to-medium effect size (J. Cohen, 1988). 

SPQ Negative 

AQ total was the only significant predictor of SPQ Negative in this model ( = 0.62, 

p<0.001), and overall the model fit was r2 = .57 which is a large effect size. 

SPQ Disorganised 

AQ total was the only significant predictor of SPQ Disorganised in this model ( = 0.27, 

p<0.001), and overall the model fit was r2 = .24 which is a small-to-medium effect size. 

Modelling factors affecting SPQ - Full 

The above regressions were repeated for each SPQ subscale score using the five AQ subscale 

scores as predictors, as well as the total ALS score, strength of each ER style, and QCAE 

score, and are reported below. 

SPQ Positive 

ALS total score significantly predicted SPQ Positive ( = 0.43, p<0.001), as did ERQ 

emotional suppression ( = 0.27, p=0.05). No other predictors reached the 0.05 significance 

level, although there was a trend in both AQ social and AQ attention to detail. 
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Table 4. SPQ-BR Positive regression model with AQ subscales, affective lability, ER style, Perspective Taking, age, and 

gender as predictors. Significant predictors were ALS total and greater use of Emotional Suppression. 

Predictor  CI (95%) p-value 

(Intercept) -2.25 -16.92 – 12.41 0.76 
AP-P -3.88 -16.48– 8.71 0.55 

AP-NP 5.09 -7.13 – 17.30 0.41 
AQ Social -0.83 -1.70 – 0.04 0.06 

AQ Attention switching -0.35 -1.49 – 0.79 0.55 
AQ Attention to detail 0.67 -0.02 – 1.35 0.06 

AQ Communication 0.52 -0.44 – 1.48 0.29 
AQ Imagination -0.18 -1.11 – 1.47 0.79 

AP-P x Attention switching 0.98 -1.05 – 3.01 0.34 
AP-NP x Attention switching 0.87 -0.83 – 2.56 0.32 

AP-P x Imagination 1.22 -1.27 – 3.71 0.34 
AP-NP x Imagination -1.33 -2.88 – -0.22 0.09 

ALS total 0.43 0.30 – 0.56 <0.001 
Cognitive reappraisal 0.12 -0.12 – 0.36 0.34 

Emotional suppression 0.27 0.00 – 0.54 0.05 
QCAE Perspective Taking 0.05 -0.30 – 0.39 0.80 

Age 0.04 -0.09 – 0.17 0.57 
Gender 0.66 -2.50 – 3.81 0.68 

SPQ Negative 

Table 5. SPQ-BR Negative regression model with AQ subscales, affective lability, ER style, Perspective Taking, age, and 

gender as predictors. Significant predictors were AQ attention switching, AQ communication, ALS total, the ER style of 

emotional suppression, and QCAE perspective taking. 

Predictor  CI (95%) p-value 

(Intercept) 7.02 -1.76 – 15.80 0.12 
AP-P 3.79 -1.62 – 9.20 0.17 

AP-NP 0.91 -4.75 – 6.58 0.75 
AQ Social 0.48 -0.04 – 1.00 0.07 

AQ Attention switching 0.80 0.23 – 1.36 0.006 
AQ Attention to detail 0.18 -0.25 – 0.60 0.41 

AQ Communication 0.71 -0.01 – 1.43 0.05 
AQ Imagination -0.33 -0.83 – 0.17 0.20 

AP-P x communication -0.74 -1.67 – 0.19 0.12 
AP-NP x communication -0.35 -1.22 – 0.51 0.43 

ALS total 0.08 0 – 0.15 0.05 
Cognitive reappraisal 0.11 -0.04 – 0.25 0.15 

Emotional suppression 0.55 0.39 – 0.72 <0.001 
QCAE Perspective Taking -0.22 -0.44 – -0.01 0.04 

Age -0.02 -0.1 – 0.06 0.63 
Gender -0.07 -1.98 – 1.83 0.94 

The AQ subscale relating to greater difficulties with attention switching significantly 

predicted SPQ Negative in the model ( = 0.8, p=0.006), as did AQ communication ( = 
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0.71, p=0.05). ALS total score ( = 0.08, p=0.05), the ER style of emotional suppression ( = 

0.55, p<0.001), and QCAE Perspective Taking total ( = -0.22, p=0.04) were also significant 

predictors.  

SPQ Disorganised 

Table 6. SPQ-BR Disorganised regression model with AQ subscales, affective lability, ER style, Perspective Taking, age, 

and gender as predictors. Significant predictors were AQ communication and ALS total. 

Predictor  CI (95%) p-value 

(Intercept) 10.95 1.71 – 20.19 0.02 
AP-P -0.30 -3.23 – 2.62 0.84 

AP-NP 0.27 -2.82 – 3.37 0.86 
AQ Social -0.41 -0.98 – 0.15 0.15 

AQ Attention switching 0.11 -0.49 – 0.71 0.72 
AQ Attention to detail -0.18 -0.63 – 0.27 0.43 

AQ Communication 1.2 0.58 – 1.83 <0.001 
AQ Imagination 0.25 -0.28 – 0.79 0.35 

ALS total 0.16 0.08 – 0.25 <0.001 
Cognitive reappraisal 0.06 -0.1 – 0.21 0.46 

Emotional suppression -0.08 -0.265– 0.1 0.39 
QCAE Perspective Taking 0.03 -0.19 – 0.26 0.77 

Age -0.01 -0.09 – 0.08 0.88 
Gender 1.16 -0.84 – 3.17 0.26 

The AQ subscale relating to greater difficulties with communication significantly predicted 

SPQ Disorganised symptoms in the model ( = 1.19, p<0.001), along with ALS total score ( 

= 0.17, p<0.001). 

Logistic Regression of AP Group Membership 

A logistic regression was completed to determine which variables significantly predicted 

membership of ASD group (AP-P or AP-NP). The variables included were AQ total, ALS 

total, Emotional Suppression, Cognitive Reappraisal, QCAE score, gender, and age. Table 7 

below shows the results of the logistic regression. Overall, the model was a moderately good 

fit, with a Nagelkirk r2 value of 0.53. 
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The two significant predictors in the model were AQ total (= -0.2, p = 0.004) and 

ASL total (= 0.09, p = 0.01). AQ total was lower in the AP-P group and ALS total was 

higher in the AP-P group. 

 

Table 7. Logistic regression of autism group membership (-psychosis or –no psychosis). This model had reasonable fit and 

significant predictors of group membership were AQ total and ALS total. 

Predictor  Wald p-value 
AQ total -0.2 8.22 0.004 

ALS total 0.09 6.43 0.01 

ERQ Emotional 
Suppression 

0.07 0.94 0.33 

ERQ Cognitive 
Reappraisal 

-0.01 0.01 0.92 

QCAE Perspective Taking -0.1 1.41 0.24 

Gender 0.93 1.71 0.19 

Age -0.06 3.64 0.06 

 

Affective Differences in ASD Groups 

Table 8. Results of one-way analysis of variance comparing affective lability subscales between AP-P and AP-NP groups. 

None of these comparisons was significant, although the Depression/Elation and Anxiety/Depression comparisons trended 

towards significance with small-to-medium effect sizes. 

Subscale F- 
statistic 

p-value AP-P mean 
(SD) 

AP-NP mean 
(SD) 

2 

Depression/Elation 3.78 0.06 11.87 

(4.93) 

8.92 

(6.6) 

0.045 

Anxiety/Depression 3.5 0.06 8.35 

(4.34) 

6.32 

(4.35) 

0.043 

Anger 3.09 0.08 5.74 

(4.25) 

2.92 

(4.21) 

0.037 

Differences in the ALS Depression/Elation, Anxiety/Depression, and Anger subscales were 

tested between the AP-P and AP-NP groups using one-way ANOVA. No significant 

differences were found on any of the subscales (see Table 8 for full details), but results of 

Depression/Elation and Anxiety/Depression trended towards significance in the predicted 
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direction. All group means were higher for the AP-P group than for the AP-NP group and 

effect sizes for the two trending scales were small-to-medium. 

Discussion 

This study set out to test several hypotheses regarding the relationship between schizotypal 

and autistic traits, and their relationship to affective lability, emotion regulation style, and 

cognitive affective empathy. These hypotheses will be restated here and discussed in 

relationship to the results reported above. 

AP will have higher rates of both schizotypal and autistic traits compared with neurotypical 

controls 

The results of this study support this hypothesis despite unusually high levels of autistic and 

schizotypal traits in the NC group. In line with previous research, the AP in this sample had 

significantly higher rates of autistic traits, as measured by the AQ, and schizotypal traits, as 

measured by the SPQ-BR, than NC. However, it is interesting to note that the AP-P group 

had lower AQ scores than the AP-NP group. This might be predicted, based on the finding 

that the autistic traits were lower in an AP-P population when the Autism Diagnostic 

Interview- Revised (Lord, Rutter, & Le Couteur, 1994) was used to measure them (Larson et 

al., 2017). Similar to the conclusions drawn in that research, we would posit that it is possible 

that AP who develop psychosis may represent a distinct subset of AP in terms of their autistic 

features. This provides support for a multiple overlapping aetiologies model of the 

relationship between ASD and psychosis, which Chisholm and colleagues (2015)pointed out 

could be defined by subgroups in both the autistic and psychotic populations.  
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Schizotypal traits will be higher in AP with a history of psychosis (AP-P) compared with AP 

who have no history of psychosis (AP-NP) 

Overall in AP, schizotypal traits were higher than in NC, similar to the conclusions found in 

previous research (Barneveld et al., 2011; Spek & Wouters, 2010). However, there was no 

significant difference in overall SPQ-BR score between AP-P and AP-NP. Detailed analysis 

showed that AQ was a significant predictor of each of the SPQ-BR subscale scores, in line 

with previous research on the overlap between the two scales (Dinsdale et al., 2013; Ford & 

Crewther, 2014). AP-P group membership was significantly predicted by SPQ-BR Positive 

traits. Thus, there is partial support for this hypothesis, but only with respect to positive 

schizotypal traits. 

AP-P will have higher rates of non-helpful ER strategies than AP-NP and will also have higher 

overall rates of affective lability 

The ER strategies used by AP-P and AP-NP did not differ significantly, and AP in general 

did not different significantly from NC in use of these strategies either.  There was a trend 

that failed to reach significance for greater overall affective lability in the AP-P group 

compared to AP-NP, but interestingly AP as a whole did not different significantly from NC 

on self-reported affective lability. However, when entered into a logistic regression model, 

affective lability did significantly predict AP-P group membership. Thus, there is partial 

support for this hypothesis but the analysis may have been underpowered to adequately 

measure a subtle effect of affective lability. 

AP-P will have higher perspective taking scores than AP-NP 

There was no clear support for this hypothesis, which was designed to test the concept of 

empathising as a diametrical concept differentiating autism and psychosis. We only tested a 

limited type of empathising, but one that is central to the arguments made by Brosnan and 
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colleagues (Brosnan, Ashwin, & Gamble, 2013; Brosnan et al., 2010) regarding the link 

between the autistic traits and psychosis. The relationship between perspective taking and 

other factors, such as ER, is likely to complicate this picture (Lockwood, Seara-Cardoso, & 

Viding, 2014), and our analysis did not investigate this complexity as this was outside the 

scope of the study. However, in line with the extreme male brain theory of autism (Baron-

Cohen, 2002), AP as a total group scored significantly lower on perspective taking than NC 

when controlling for other factors. In addition, lower perspective taking predicted SPQ-BR 

Negative traits, supporting a link between negative schizotypal traits and autistic traits via the 

mediator of empathy (particularly perspective taking). Lower empathy is associated with 

lower agreeableness scores and less prosocial behaviour (Graziano, Habashi, Sheese, & 

Tobin, 2007). It is interesting to consider this in light of Ford and Crewther’s (2014) social 

rigidity scale, which combines elements of autism and schizotypy. A social rigid person 

could be hypothesised to have lower empathy and to engage in fewer prosocial behaviours. 

Considering the impact of this on their social relationships seems important when considering 

factors associated with the development of serious mental health problems such as psychosis 

(Michaels et al., 2014), but is beyond the scope of the current study. 

Higher ER difficulties and affective lability will be associated with higher schizotypal scores 

across participant groups 

Affective lability, as measured by ALS-18 total score, significantly predicted all three 

subscales of the SPQ-BR. It appeared to moderate the association between autistic traits and 

schizotypal traits, as although AQ total score was a significant predictor of SPQ-BR subscale 

scores in a simple model, no single AQ subscale was a consistent predictor in a more detailed 

model that included affective lability. 

The SPQ Positive regression results are particularly interesting in this regard as it was 

the only regression where AP group interacted with AQ subscales significantly. Those in the 
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AP-P group were more affected by difficulties attention switching linked to increased SPQ 

Positive traits, while attention to detail was significantly predictive of less positive schizotypy 

in the AP-NP group. It is interesting to consider how these three factors, increased attention 

to detail, increased difficulty attention switching, and more affective lability, might represent 

a specific, moderated vulnerability to positive schizotypy. The results may indicate that 

affectively labile individuals who have difficulty attention-switching and are less perceptive 

of detail in their environment may be at greater risk of positive schizotypal experiences and 

possibly psychosis. However, this is a very tentative speculation as it is impossible to infer 

causality from these data. 

Negative schizotypal traits were also predicted in interesting ways, beyond simply the 

affective lability total score. Difficulty attention switching, poorer perspective taking, and 

reliance on emotional suppression as an ER strategy combined with greater affective lability 

to predict negative schizotypal traits in this model. 

Disorganised schizotypal traits were predicted by affective lability and 

communication difficulties measured by the AQ. Interestingly, additional post hoc analysis 

revealed that it was SPQ-BR eccentric behaviour that strongly predicted AQ communication, 

rather than the SPQ-BR odd speech as one might predict. A link between AQ social 

difficulties and SPQ-BR eccentric behaviour was not suggested by the models. Thus, perhaps 

AP who find communication particularly difficult are more likely to behave in ways that are 

viewed as not socially conformative and appear odd and unusual, despite how they might 

self-report their social skill level. 

Thus, while affective lability is the thread that runs consistently through the 

schizotypal subscales as a predictor, the particular nuances of the difficulty associated with 

each schizotypal trait are mediated by other predictors in each case. It is also impossible to 
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state whether affective lability proceeds or develops as a result of other difficulties, as no 

prospective studies have been carried out investigating this. 

ER style (emotional suppression) only significantly predicted negative schizotypal 

traits. Thus, this part of the hypothesis is only partially supported.  

Summary 

This study set out to investigate the relationship between autistic traits and schizotypal traits 

in a mixed group of AP and NC. While this is an area that has been researched before, the 

results presented here add to the evidence base by including a group of individuals who are 

dually affected by autism and psychosis, and by considering a number of factors together in 

the same analysis. Our results support those of Spek and Wouters (Spek & Wouters, 2010) in 

finding that AP who have experienced psychosis score higher on the Positive subscale of the 

SPQ compared to AP with no history of psychosis – essentially, history of psychosis appears 

to be predicted by positive schizotypal traits regardless of level of autistic traits. Affective 

lability also seems to have a significant effect in predicting all types of schizotypal traits, 

although this relationship can be complex and moderated through specific autistic traits.  

Previous literature such as Dinsdale and colleagues’ work (2013) suggested that the 

Negative and Disorganised subscales of the SPQ-BR were more highly correlated across AQ 

subscales than the Positive subscale, in a neurotypical sample. In the current study, AQ total 

had the strongest predictive effect for SPQ Negative traits, replicating and supporting the idea 

that this is the largest area of overlap between the two concepts. Although we did find that 

the AQ total score was predictive of all schizotypal subscales, replicating Dinsdale et al. 

(2013), when other predictors were entered into the model we found AQ subscales to be less 

useful in predicting SPQ scores.   

There were no significant effects of ER style on schizotypal traits except an 

association between emotional suppression and negative schizotypy. This is an interesting 
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finding that seems to make intuitive sense, but may warrant further investigation in clinical 

and non-clinical samples. Perspective taking also did not seem to be a significant mediator of 

the relationship between AQ and SPQ-BR scores, except in the case of negative schizotypy. 

This seems best explained by the evidence showing a link between AQ and negative 

schizotypy (e.g. Dinsdale et al., 2013). However, this is a complex area with potential links to 

Ford and Crewther’s (2014) social rigidity factor, and further research would be needed to 

examine the subtleties of these constructs. There is no clear evidence from these results that 

psychosis associates with greater empathising ability in AP. 

Limitations 

The most obvious and significant limitation is the small size of the AP-P subgroup. Attempts 

were made to overcome this by limiting the number of analyses dependent on this group 

individually, and instead focussing on the relationship between the different variables in the 

wider group. However, it is likely that the AP-P group was not representative of AP who 

have experienced psychosis, and also that the study would have been underpowered to detect 

differences in this group. 

There was also a significant age difference in the AP-NP group. It is known that 

affective lability generally decreases with age (Lawton, Kleban, Rajagopal, & Dean, 1992), 

and thus this age difference may have affected findings related to affective lability. However, 

age was included in the models, so it is believed that this interaction between age and 

affective lability was likely to have been accounted for in the statistical calculations 

presented. It is acknowledged that this may have removed real group differences from the 

model, and it would be important for future studies to carefully age-match participants when 

considering affective lability as a predictor variable. 

It would have been ideal to examine the validity of Ford and Crewther’s (2014) three 

factors in the current data set, but this was not possible as they utilised the full SPQ and the 
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current study used a short form of that measure. It is possible that the three factors may be a 

better way of understanding the data presented here, and future studies should consider using 

more diverse clinical groups to examine the effect of the three factors as well as SPQ and AQ 

scores alone. 

The representativeness of the individuals in each of the groups studied here is also 

likely to be a limitation, particularly the NC group. By treating the constructs predictors, 

rather than making strict comparisons between groups, it is hoped that this problem may have 

been attenuated somewhat. However, the generalisability of these results could reasonably be 

questioned and further research with larger and/or more representative samples should be 

undertaken. 

Conclusions and future directions 

Despite these limitations, these findings broadly support previous findings regarding a 

relationship between schizotypal and autistic traits. However, this relationship is known to be 

complex, and findings differ between studies. Using a unique clinical sample of AP who have 

experienced psychosis, the current results hint at affective lability being an important and 

poorly understood factor related to level of schizotypy. There may be a group of AP who are 

particularly vulnerable to schizotypy/psychosis, characterised by slightly lower autistic traits 

but more affective lability and difficulty with attention switching. It is intriguing to consider 

what the experiences of a group of people who are less obviously different from 

neurotypicals might be, and how this might impact on their mental health. As a group, these 

individuals may be better at “passing” in neurotypical society but also experience greater 

awareness of their own difference, which would in itself be potentially stressful. This may be 

an important factor when considering a stress-vulnerability model of susceptibility to 

psychotic illness (Nuechterlein & Dawson, 1984). Further research is needed in this area with 

larger samples of AP. Particuarly important might be prospective studies, tracking changes in 
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autistic traits over time while monitoring for mental health problems that might emerge. 

Anecdotal evidence from clinicians provides support for the idea that there may be an under-

served group of intellectually able AP whose struggles may be more hidden and whom 

services might find more difficult to help as a result of their hidden disabilities. These ideas, 

combined with the research data on rates of mental health problems in AP summarised in the 

introduction, and the results of this study and Larson et al. (2017) indicate this should be a 

priority in autism research. 

This is partly because affective lability and ER provide important clinical targets, 

particularly for psychological intervention. While it is unknown whether affective lability is a 

vulnerability factor or a consequence of severe mental illness, it is clearly important and 

linked to schizotypal traits by the current research. There are a number of interventions that 

have been shown to positively impact ER ability, such as mindfulness-based interventions 

(Deckersbach et al., 2012; Hill & Updegraff, 2012). Dialectical behavioural therapy (DBT) 

(Linehan et al., 1991) has been used in the treatment of borderline personality disorder 

(BPD), and specifically targets ER as part of treatment by teaching skills to increase ER 

abilities. An adaptation to DBT has been described to make it suitable for use with AP 

(Hartmann, Urbano, Manser, & Okwara, 2012) but no clinical trials have been conducted to 

date and there is little published in this area.  

Thus, it is hoped that the results of this research might have two effects. The first 

would be to encourage the inclusion of affective lability and ER in future studies of the 

relationship between schizotypal and autistic traits. The replication of our results on a larger 

scale in a general population sample is an obvious next step in research in this area. Further 

research in dually-affected populations would also be important, as there is a dearth of this in 

currently published research. The second effect would be for clinical work with AP who 

experience mental health problems to consider affective lability and ER as possible risk and 
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maintaining factors. It may be that our findings encourage clinical trials of ER-based 

therapies with AP, but a more likely outcome would be that individual clinicians working 

with AP may gain benefit from prioritising this dimension of psychological difficulty in their 

work. Such an approach requires psychological, rather than medical, solutions and clinical 

psychologists in particular may benefit from considering ER difficulties in their formulations 

of client difficulties when those clients are also autistic.  

It is also important to recognise the negative impact of low levels of empathising on 

social functioning, as it might apply to AP. Approaches such as social skills training 

(Williams White, Keonig, & Scahill, 2007) may be important in reducing social rigidity in 

AP, and may have the effect of reducing stress experienced by this group. In the context of 

the stress-vulnerability model of psychosis (Nuechterlein & Dawson, 1984), this is a clear 

possible path towards reducing rates of psychosis in AP, but further research is required. It is 

also important to acknowledge that this work should be done sensitively, as it maintains the 

implicit bias that the neurotypical way of being is the preferential way of being. A more 

radical intervention would be to reduce the stress experienced by AP by changing how 

society responds to them and values them. This is an area where we have already seen much 

change in the last 30 years or so in terms of perceptions of AP, but much more work remains 

to be done to ensure they are included and valued in society. While this is clearly preferable 

in terms of acknowledging the positives of neurodiversity and destigmatising difference, it 

may be more pragmatic and ultimately more helpful for individual AP in the short-term to be 

able to learn to adapt to the challenges they face by virtue of differing in fundamental ways 

for much of the population. Parallels may be drawn from the history of disability rights 

movements, and current conceptualisations of disability/difference now encompass those 

with “invisible” disabilities such as ASD (Rice, Chandler, Harrison, Liddiard, & Ferrari, 

2015). 
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Public Dissemination Document 

We do not understand very well why people experience mental health problems. It is likely to 

be because of a combination of biological factors (like genes and brain structure) and the 

effects of life experiences. Some people seem to be more sensitive to things like stress, and 

may be more likely to develop mental health problems when exposed to stress. However, 

there are lots of different ways of understanding people’s difficulties, and the research 

reported here focussed on several different ones. 

Literature Review  

First, the study looked at the literature about what we know about people’s abilities to 

manage their emotions, and how quickly their emotions change, in relation to one particular 

mental health problem: bi-polar disorder. Bi-polar disorder is a condition in which people 

experience extremes of emotion over relatively long periods of time, going from feeling 

deeply depressed at times to extremely energetic, excited, or irritable at other times. Looking 

at the studies that have been done to date, we wanted to know if emotional regulation 

difficulties (difficulty managing emotions) could help us understand bi-polar disorder as 

compared to other mental health problems. We found that it seems that if people have 

difficulty with emotional regulation, they are more vulnerable to mental health problems in 

general, not just bi-polar disorder. More research is needed to look into this, though, as most 

studies didn’t compare people with bi-polar disorder to people with other mental health 

problems. The relatives of people with bi-polar disorder often seem to have more difficulties 

with emotions than the general population but less than people with a diagnosis, which 

suggests that emotion regulation might in part be a biological, inherited trait. However, 

studies have not adequately looked at the role of the family environment and life experiences. 
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This is a difficult thing to research because it requires people to remember what happened in 

the past, and memory is very unreliable/variable between people. 

 We also found that according to existing research, people with bi-polar disorder who 

are experiencing symptoms like abnormally low or high moods may be less good at 

managing their emotions or may experience stronger emotions than the general population. 

However, they can manage their emotions and there are psychological treatments that seem 

to work by helping people manage their emotions better. Compared to people with other 

mental health problems like depression, people with bipolar disorder don’t seem to 

experience emotions more strongly. 

Original Research 

As well as looking at what research existed about bi-polar disorder and emotional regulation, 

we also did our own study in a related but different area. We know from other research that 

autistic people (AP; people who have been diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder, a 

complex social-perceptual condition that affect approximately 1 in 100 people) are more 

susceptible to mental health problems. One type of mental health problem that can be very 

distressing and difficult for people is called psychosis. This is when people experience or 

believe things that other people do not, and it can also come with problems with motivation 

or engagement, for example. Schizophrenia is a type of psychosis, but people with bi-polar 

disorder can also experience psychosis. AP experience psychosis much more frequently than 

the general population rate of 1-3%. In order to understand why this is, we looked at the 

relationship between autistic traits and traits of psychosis called schizotypy. Like autism, 

schizotypy is a continuum – everyone has some traits but when you have lots of traits, you 

are likely to develop psychosis or other difficulties. Schizotypy includes things like magical 

thinking, odd speech, and eccentric behaviour. Previous studies have found that there is a 
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relationship between how many autistic traits people have and how many schizotypal traits 

they have – generally, the more you have of one the more you have of the other. However, 

both ideas are made up of lots of different parts – autism isn’t just one thing, but several 

different things that tend to occur together, and it is the same with schizotypy. There were 

hints from a bigger study that some AP who experience psychosis had difficulty with their 

emotions. Other studies suggested that both AP and people with psychosis had trouble 

understanding other people’s perspectives. We wanted to see if these factors (difficulty with 

emotions and difficulty perspective taking) could help us understanding why schizotypy and 

autism are related. 

 In our study, we asked 43 neurotypical people (people without autism or a history of 

mental health problems) and 84 AP (25 of whom had experienced psychosis) to fill out 

surveys that measured their autistic traits, schizotypal traits, emotional regulation abilities, 

and their ability to understand other people’s perspectives. We found that, similar to other 

studies, autistic traits and schizotypal traits were linked. However, what we found that was 

new was that levels of mood variability were also linked to schizotypal traits – higher levels 

of variability related to higher level of schizotypal traits. We know that mood variability may 

be a risk factor for mental health problems, and is something that can be treated with 

psychological therapy. This means that our results suggest that A) interventions for people 

with psychosis could consider a focus on managing emotions and B) it might be possible to 

help prevent psychosis from developing by helping people learn to manage their emotions 

before they become unwell. This could be done through teaching emotional skills in schools, 

for example. If some AP are particularly at risk of emotional problems, it may be that along 

with a diagnosis of autism, families and individuals can be helped to think about the 

importance of managing emotions early on. We didn’t find any evidence that perspective 

taking is linked to schizotypy, but AP had difficulties with this, as previous studies had 
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shown. Not understanding how other people think or feel is likely to create stress for AP, and 

stress is known to be related to developing psychosis, so it might be that more resource needs 

to go into helping AP with social skills development. 

 Our study has some problems, like most research. The groups were fairly small, 

which means our confidence that these results are real and can apply to people more widely 

outside of the study isn’t as high as it could be. Our neurotypical participants weren’t as 

typical as they could have been, either – they had higher autistic and schizotypal traits than 

we would expect from the general population. It would also be good to include a group of 

people who had psychosis but not autism – we tried to do this but were not able to recruit 

enough people. Studies in the future should do this so we can see if the things we found in 

this study are also true of people who have psychosis but not autism, or if they are special to 

AP and psychosis.  
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Appendix 1 – Studies Included in the Systematic Review 

Description of studies included in the systematic review. 

 Reference Description 

A (Aas et al., 2014) Study examining the relationship between childhood trauma scores and affective lability (as 

measured by the ALS) in patients with BP (n=42) and HC (n=14). 

B (Aas et al., 2015) Validation study of ALS (ALS-54 and ALS-18) in individuals with BP (n=422), UR (n=201), and 

HC (n=307), which also compared ALS scores between groups. 

C (Akiskal et al., 1995) This was a longitudinal study of 559 patients with UPD. They were followed up over 11 years and 

self-report personality measures were administered at baseline. Forty-eight converted to BP-II, 22 

converted to BP-1, over this period. A bespoke “mood lability” factor created from the personality 

measures predicted 86% of conversion to BP illness from UPD. 

D (Akiskal et al., 2006) Study comparing individuals with BP-I (n=98), BP-II (n=64), and UPD (n=251), as well as UR 

(n=617), on various temperamental dimensions, including “mood lability”. 
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E (Aminoff et al., 2012) Study examining the relationship between self-reported affective lability and executive function 

(EF) in a group with BP (n=32) and a group of HC (n=60). Found higher affective lability in the 

BP group, and a link between EF and lability in the BP group only. 

F (Atzeni et al., 2013) Validation study for the Multidimensional Assessment of Thymic States (MATHYS) tool.  The 

MATHYS measures emotional reactivity. Patients with BP (n=187) were found to have 

significantly higher and lower scores than HC (n=89) during the acute phase of their illness. 

G (Becerra et al., 2013) Three clinical groups were compared on their emotional regulation ability using self-report 

(DERS). BP (n=48), UPD (n=50), anxious (n=50) and HC (n=48) groups were studied. All clinical 

groups had greater difficulties than HC. BP had a distinct profile of difficulty, compared with UPD 

and anxiety, which resembled each other. 

H (Benazzi, 2004b) Study comparing individuals with BP-II (n=89) and UPD (n=89) on two simple questions. Found 

that people who identify as having “frequent ups and downs” were reliably and sensitively 

predictive of BP-II to a moderate degree. 
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I (Benazzi, 2004a) Very similar study to Benazzi (2004) above – same sample, same questions, published in a 

different journal. 

J (Benazzi & Akiskal, 2005) Similar to Benazzi (2004a, 2004b), study examining responses of individuals with BP-II (n=62) 

and UPD (n=59), all outpatients who did not have co-morbid BPD, found that self-identification of 

having frequent ups and downs/mood swings was a reasonably sensitive and specific way of 

identifying those with BP-II. 

K (Bowen et al., 2008) Study of women with alcohol dependence (n=22) and HC (n=23). Some of the women with alcohol 

dependence also had BP (n=14). Compared patients and controls on mood scales and affect 

variability, found patients scored higher than controls on these measures. 

L (Caseras et al., 2015) Neuroimaging study of emotion regulation comparing HC (n=20), euthymic BP-I (n=16), and 

euthymic BP-II (n=19). Found functional and anatomical differences between BP-I group and 

other groups. 
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M (Corbalán et al., 2015) Neuroimaging study comparing individuals with BP-I (n=19) and HC (n=17) during the 

performance of an emotion regulation task. BP individuals could down-regulate emotion, but their 

emotional systems seemed to be more readily activated than HC. 

N (Cuellar et al., 2009) Study comparing individuals with BP-I (n=35) and HC (n=35) in an experimental task that 

involved exposing them to criticism. BP group reacted more negatively to criticism but recovered 

just as quickly as HC. 

O (Deckersbach et al., 2008) Neuroimaging study of a two-back working memory task with sad mood induction. BP-I currently 

depressed (n=9) and HC (n=17), all female, completed the task. No differences were found in their 

performance on the task, but structural differences were found. 

P (Edge et al., 2014) Experimental study comparing individuals with euthymic BP-I (n=47) with HC (n=43) on a task 

that involved induced frustration while playing a computer game. Found both groups were equally 

reactive to frustration. 
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Q (Eich et al., 2014) Combined study of individuals with BPD (n=27), BP-I (n=17), BP-II (n=7), and ADHD (n=23), 

examining whether temperament could distinguish diagnostic categories. They found there was 

54% diagnostic overlap between disorders in terms of rates of cyclothymia. 

R (Favre et al., 2015) Neuroimaging study of performance on a word-face Emotional Stroop Task, comparing individuals 

with BP (n=14) and HC (n=13). The BP group were slower to process incongruent stimuli, and 

also showed significant differences in brain connectivity. 

S (Fletcher et al., 2013) Large study of individuals with BP-I (n=94), BP-II (n=114), UPD (n=109), and HC (n=100) 

comparing them on coping styles. BP groups were more likely to ruminate about positive affect 

and engage in risk-taking in response to negative affect, but the latter was influenced by 

medication and current mood. Rumination appeared to be a trait-like response in BP-II group. 

T (Fletcher et al., 2014) Study comparing those with BP-II (n=24) and BPD (n=24), matched for age and gender. Their 

emotion regulation abilities and parental styles were studied. BPD group used more maladaptive 

emotion regulation strategies, were less likely to use adaptive emotion regulation strategies, and 
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scored higher on most dysfunctional parenting sub-scales, indicating more difficult childhood 

experiences of parenting than the BP group. 

U (K. E. Gilbert et al., 2013) Study comparing individuals with BP-I in remission (n=31) and those with UPD (n=31) on coping 

styles during an emotion induction. Both groups showed increased positive emotion in response to 

positive emotion rumination. Attempts to dampen positive emotion resulted in increased emotional 

reactivity and prospective increases in manic and depressive symptoms in the BP group only. 

V (K. Gilbert & Gruber, 2014) Data from the same study as above. BP-I (n=31), UPD (n=31), and HC (n=31) groups were 

compared during rumination or mindfulness tasks. Across all groups, ruminating increased both 

positive and negative emotion and elevated physiological arousal. Mindfulness increased positive 

emotion and parasympathetic responding. 

W (Green et al., 2011) Participants with BP-I (n=105) were compared with UR (n=124) and HC (n=63) using the CERQ. 

The BP group were found to use rumination, catastrophizing, and self-blame more frequently, with 

less use of putting into perspective, in response to negative life events. Rumination frequency was 

related to current symptom level. 
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X (Gruber et al., 2008) Euthymic BP-I participants (n=21), individuals with insomnia (n=19), and HC (n=20) were 

compared on coping strategies. Rumination and worry were more common in the clinical groups 

than in HC. The BP group had more negative thoughts than HC, but no significant difference 

between insomnia and BP on negative thoughts. 

Y (Gruber, Eidelman, et al., 2011) Study comparing individuals with BP-I (n=39) and HC (n=34) on rumination in response to 

positive and negative emotion. The study also measured responses to rumination practised in an 

experimental setting. The BP group ruminated more on both positive and negative emotions, but 

there were no significant group differences found during the rumination task. Rumination 

frequency predicted lifetime depression and mania frequencies in the BP group. 

Z (Gruber et al., 2012) This study shared data with another published study. Individuals with BP (BP-I n=34, BP-II n=3) 

and HC (n=38) were examined for spontaneous use of reappraisal and suppression, and general 

success at regulating emotion while watching emotionally evocative films. Those in the BP group 

used more reappraisal and suppression during the films than HC, and reported more effort but less 

success in regulating their emotional responses to the films. 
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AA (Gruber, Harvey, et al., 2011) A group of euthymic individuals with BP-I (n=23) were compared with HC (n=24) for emotional 

reactivity and recovery during and after watching emotionally evocative film clips. The BP group 

reported subjectively more positive emotion during the task, and this was confirmed 

physiologically. There were no group differences in emotion recovery following the end of the 

films. 

AB (Gruber et al., 2014) This study used data from the same experiment as Gruber, Harvey, and Purcell (2011). They found 

that reappraisal reduced emotional reactivity for both positive and negative emotions in both 

groups on both subjective, behavioural (facial expressions) and physiological measures. 

AC (Gruber et al., 2013) This study compared individuals with BP-I (n=31), HC (n=32), and UPD (n=21), all “remitted” at 

the time of the study. Participants recorded data over a six-day period on their emotional state four 

times a day (at quasi-random times). The BP group reported a similar level of positive emotionality 

to the HC group, and a similar level of negative emotionality as the UPD group. Both clinical 

groups reported greater use of ER strategies than HC. 
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AD (Gul & Khan, 2014) Forty euthymic BP-I individuals and forty HC performed face categorisation tasks that alternately 

used emotion features. They also completed an ER questionnaire. The BP group showed a larger 

switch cost for non-emotional stimuli, and more frequent use of emotion suppression. They also 

used less cognitive reappraisal. Self-reported ER significantly predicted task-switching abilities. 

AE (Havermans, Nicolson, Berkhof, 

& DeVries, 2010) 

Patients with BP (n=31 BP-I, n=7 BP-II) from a lithium clinic took part, as well as 38 HC. 

Experience sampling methodology was used over a six day period, with 10 daily prompts to record 

emotional state and context. The BP group had higher mean levels of negative affective and lower 

mean levels of positive affect, but there was a similar level of reactivity to events in the BP and HC 

groups. Individuals with elevated, but still sub-syndromal depressive symptoms showed larger 

negative responses to daily hassles. 

AF (Hay et al., 2015) BP-I (n=25) and HC (n=26) participants viewed images with either high or low positive or 

negative content. They were told to choose either reappraisal or distraction to regulate their 

emotional responses. In the high-intensity images, both groups chose distraction over reappraisal, 

but there were no between-group differences in response. 
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AG (Henry et al., 2001b) This study examined the relationship between BP and BPD. Individuals with BPD (n=29), BP 

(n=14), and both (n=12), as well as a group with other personality disorders (n=93) were 

administered the ALS. There was a different profile for individuals with BPD, tending to switch 

between euthymia and anger, compared with BP (euthymia and depression/elation, and between 

depression and elation). Those with BPD had the highest overall ALS scores, followed by BP, then 

the PD group. 

AH (Henry, Van den Bulke, et al., 

2008) 

This was a large study of 179 euthymic BP patients (n=141 BP-I, majority had experienced 

psychosis) and HC (n=86). Participants completed the ALS and AIM. BP participants reported 

more intense emotions and more affective lability than HC. Higher scores on both domains were 

associated with higher axis-I comorbidity, and higher lability score was associated with earlier age 

of onset. 

AI (Houshmand et al., 2010) Euthymic BP-I (n=34), their healthy siblings (n=22), and HC (n=33) were compared on 

performance of a stop-signal paradigm linked to mood induction of either sadness or relaxation. 

The BP group showed higher emotional reactivity compared to other groups. Compared with HC, 
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BP had longer reaction times during relaxed mood state, and impaired response inhibition during 

periods of induced sadness. 

AJ (Ives-Deliperi et al., 2013) This trial compared results of a Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy intervention compared with 

waitlist control. Individuals with BP (n=23) took part, along with HC (n=10). The study found that 

after the eight-week intervention, improvements were seen in ER and on other measures. 

AK (Johnson, McKenzie, & 

McMurrich, 2008) 

This study compared people with BP (n=28), UPD (n=35), and HC (n=44), drawn from an 

undergraduate university population. Participants completed rumination measure and RPA. Those 

with BP and UPD indicated higher use of rumination in response to negative affective. Those with 

BP endorsed higher rumination in response to positive affect as well. In the BP group, ruminating 

on negative affect correlated with current depressive symptoms. 

AL (Johnson et al., 2016) Individuals with BP-I (n=67) were matched with a group of HC (n=58). BP participants were 

interviewed monthly until they were found to be in remission, then tested on emotion measures. 

Thirty-six BP also completed a 12-month follow-up interview. BP was found to be linked to a 

range of emotional disturbances, particularly elevations of negative emotion. High negative 
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emotion, low positive emotion, and high use of suppression predicted lower levels of functioning. 

Reappraisal predicted less depression over time in the BP group. 

AM (Kramer, 2012) Outpatients with BPD (n=25) were compared to inpatients with BP (n=25) and HC (n=25). Clinical 

interviews focussing on coping patterns were rated using a observer-rater system. The study 

ANfound that those with BPD lack affect regulation skills particularly related to autonomy 

compared with the other groups. 

AN (Lee et al., 2013) This study compared individuals with BP (n=46 BP-I, n=22 BP-II) who were mostly euthymic, to 

clinically stable outpatients with schizophrenia (n=38) and HC (n=36). All participants completed 

social and non-social cognitive tasks. It found that the BP group did not differ from HC on social 

cognitive tasks, and both were better on these than the schizophrenia group. 

AO (Lemaire et al., 2014) Experimental study where euthymic BP (n=16 BP-I, n=10 BP-II) and HC (n=30) groups viewed 

emotion-eliciting photographs. Their subjective emotional response and physiological response 

was measured and compared. No difference was found in subjective emotional response. Pupil 

dilation was smaller in BP individuals than in HC. 
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AP (Mahon et al., 2013) This study examined temperament of siblings of individuals with BP (n=55), individuals with BP 

(n=47 BP-I, n=5 BP-II, n=3 BP-NOS), and HC (n=113) using the TEMPS-A and SPQ. The BP 

group had higher SPQ and higher on all but one scale of the TEMPS-A scores. Siblings were 

intermediate between BP and HC for the anxious subscale of the TEMPS-A, and on interpersonal 

deficits and disorganised subscales of the SPQ. 

AQ (Mendlowicz et al., 2005) UR (n=52), BP (n=18 BP-I, n=5 BP-II), and HC (n=102) completed the TEMPS-A. BP had the 

highest cyclothymia scores, UR were a midway point, and HC had least. UR and BP were higher 

on anxiety scale, and hyperthymic scores were highest in HC. 

AR (Park et al., 2014) This study explored self-distancing in individuals with BP (n=22 BP with a history of psychosis, 

n=16 BP with no history of psychosis) and HC (n=17). Participants were asked to reflect on a 

positive autobiographical memory and rate the level of spontaneous self-distancing. BP with 

psychosis self-distanced less and showed more neurophysiological (EEG) signs of positive 

emotional reactivity compared to the other two groups. 
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AS (Pavlova et al., 2011) A group of primarily BP-I patients in remission (n=24) were compared with HC (n=24) on an 

anagram-solving task that generated experiences of success and failure that were manipulated 

experimentally. Affect and self-esteem were measured before each task, and early adversity was 

ascertained by questionnaire. The BP group showed more reactivity of affect and explicit self-

esteem than HC, but there was no difference in implicit self-esteem. Childhood trauma predicted 

increased reactivity to failure but not to success. 

AT (Reich et al., 2012) This study compared individuals with BPD (n=29) and BP-II or cyclothymia (n=25) on ALS, AIM, 

and other lability measures. They found a pattern of higher euthymia-elation scores in the BP 

group, as well as higher AIM scores. The BPD group showed less intense and less frequent shifts 

between euthymia and elation/depression, as well as switches between elation and depression. 

AU (Rihmer & Benazzi, 2010) This large study of individuals with BP-II (n=138) and UPD (n=71) examined affective instability 

in these groups, in the context of whether it was a good predictor of suicidality. They found a 

positive correlation between suicidality and impulsiveness and affective instability. However, 
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impulsivity was an independent predictor whereas affective instability acted via impulsivity to 

increase suicidality in both groups. 

AV (Rive et al., 2015) This neuroimaging (fMRI) study compared individuals with BP (n=35, remitted), UPD (n=42; half 

remitted, half symptomatic), and HC (n=36). The study used positive and negatively arousing 

images, and found that those with BP showed impaired emotional regulation abilities regardless of 

image valance. Depressed UPD regulated sad and happy emotions less well than BP and HC. 

Compared with remitted UPD, BP performed worse on negative emotion regulation but not 

significantly different on positive emotion regulation. 

AW (Rowland, Hamilton, Lino, et al., 

2013) 

This is one of the few studies comparing individuals with schizhophrenia (n=126) with those with 

BP-I (n=97) and HC (n=81). All participants completed the CERQ as well as current mood 

measures. The clinical groups reported more rumination, catastrophizing, and self-blame than HC, 

and less use of putting into perspective. Those with schizophrenia were more likely to engage in 

other-blame compared to HC. Rumination and reduced positive appraisal predicted current 

symptoms in the BP group. 
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AX (Rowland, Hamilton, Vella, et 

al., 2013) 

Participants in this study completed the Ekman 60-faces emotion recognition task along with the 

CERQ and a measure of social inference. The groups were one with SCZ (n=56), BP-I (n=33), and 

HC (n=58). Results showed that both clinical groups had greater theory of mind deficits compared 

to controls, although SCZ were more impaired than BP. Those with BP were more likely to blame 

themselves and less likely to engage in positive reappraisals, relative to controls. There was no 

association between social cognitive abilities and affect regulation in the clinical groups. 

AY (Ruggero & Johnson, 2006) This study compared individuals with BP-I in full or partial remission (n=28) with HC (n=40) in an 

experimental task in which failure was manipulated. No significant differences were found in 

reported affect following the tasks, but the BP group performed slightly worse on subsequent tasks 

after the failure condition. 

AZ (Stratta, Tempesta, Bonanni, de 

Cataldo, & Rossi, 2014) 

When viewing emotionally affecting photographs, individuals with BP (n=23; all in depressive 

episode) were found to be more emotionally affected than HC (n=27). This was based on self-

reported mood ratings. There was no difference between pleasant or unpleasant images.  
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BA (Thomas et al., 2007) This study was unusual in that it compared individuals in different mood states within a BP group, 

and also HC (n=44). Those experiencing depression (n=14), mania (n=30), or in permission (n=29) 

were compared on their responses to the Response Styles Questionnaire. The manic group used 

active coping and risk taking significantly more than the other BP groups or HC. The remitted 

group reported significantly more use of rumination than HC. 

BB (Van der Gucht et al., 2009) In a large study of individuals with BP in a variety of mood states (n=34 manic/hypomanic or 

mixed state, n=20 depressed, n=43 euthymic), this study examined differences on a range of self-

rated and experimental measures. There was a group of HC (n=41). The study found that all BP 

groups differed from HC in their response to rewards, and also on all measures of depression. 

There were correlations between negative cognitive styles and depressed symptoms, as well as 

between reward responsivity and manic symptoms. 

BC (Van Rheenen et al., 2015) Fifty individuals with BP (n=38 BP-I and n=12 BP-II) were compared with 52 HC using the DERS 

and General Behavior Inventory. The clinical group had difficulites in emotional regulation across 

most domains. Impulse control difficulties predicted mania/hypomania propensity in the BP group. 
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Poor access to mood regulation strategies predicted depression in the BP group. The HC group had 

different predictors. 

BD (Wolkenstein et al., 2014) Individuals with BP (n=42, 62% BP-I), UPD (n=43), and HC (n=39) took part in this study. They 

completed the CERQ. The clinical groups reported increased rumination, catastrophizing, and self-

blame compared with HC. They reported decreased use of positive reappraisal and putting into 

perspective as well. There were no significant differences found between the BP and UPD groups. 
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Appendix 2 – STROBE Statement Checklist 

STROBE Statement—checklist of items that should be included in reports of observational 

studies 

 

 Item 

No Recommendation 

Title and abstract 1 (a) Indicate the study’s design with a commonly used term in the title 

or the abstract 

(b) Provide in the abstract an informative and balanced summary of 

what was done and what was found 

Introduction 

Background/rationale 2 Explain the scientific background and rationale for the investigation 

being reported 

Objectives 3 State specific objectives, including any prespecified hypotheses 

Methods 

Study design 4 Present key elements of study design early in the paper 

Setting 5 Describe the setting, locations, and relevant dates, including periods of 

recruitment, exposure, follow-up, and data collection 

Participants 6 (a) Cohort study—Give the eligibility criteria, and the sources and 

methods of selection of participants. Describe methods of follow-up 

Case-control study—Give the eligibility criteria, and the sources and 

methods of case ascertainment and control selection. Give the 

rationale for the choice of cases and controls 

Cross-sectional study—Give the eligibility criteria, and the sources 

and methods of selection of participants 

(b) Cohort study—For matched studies, give matching criteria and 

number of exposed and unexposed 

Case-control study—For matched studies, give matching criteria and 

the number of controls per case 

Variables 7 Clearly define all outcomes, exposures, predictors, potential 

confounders, and effect modifiers. Give diagnostic criteria, if 

applicable 

Data sources/ 

measurement 

8*  For each variable of interest, give sources of data and details of 

methods of assessment (measurement). Describe comparability of 

assessment methods if there is more than one group 

Bias 9 Describe any efforts to address potential sources of bias 

Study size 10 Explain how the study size was arrived at 

Quantitative variables 11 Explain how quantitative variables were handled in the analyses. If 

applicable, describe which groupings were chosen and why 
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Statistical methods 12 (a) Describe all statistical methods, including those used to control for 

confounding 

(b) Describe any methods used to examine subgroups and interactions 

(c) Explain how missing data were addressed 

(d) Cohort study—If applicable, explain how loss to follow-up was 

addressed 

Case-control study—If applicable, explain how matching of cases and 

controls was addressed 

Cross-sectional study—If applicable, describe analytical methods 

taking account of sampling strategy 

(e) Describe any sensitivity analyses 

Results 

Participants 13* (a) Report numbers of individuals at each stage of study—eg numbers 

potentially eligible, examined for eligibility, confirmed eligible, included in the 

study, completing follow-up, and analysed 

(b) Give reasons for non-participation at each stage 

(c) Consider use of a flow diagram 

Descriptive data 14* (a) Give characteristics of study participants (eg demographic, clinical, social) 

and information on exposures and potential confounders 

(b) Indicate number of participants with missing data for each variable of 

interest 

(c) Cohort study—Summarise follow-up time (eg, average and total amount) 

Outcome data 15* Cohort study—Report numbers of outcome events or summary measures over 

time 

Case-control study—Report numbers in each exposure category, or summary 

measures of exposure 

Cross-sectional study—Report numbers of outcome events or summary 

measures 

Main results 16 (a) Give unadjusted estimates and, if applicable, confounder-adjusted estimates 

and their precision (eg, 95% confidence interval). Make clear which 

confounders were adjusted for and why they were included 

(b) Report category boundaries when continuous variables were categorized 

(c) If relevant, consider translating estimates of relative risk into absolute risk 

for a meaningful time period 

Other analyses 17 Report other analyses done—eg analyses of subgroups and interactions, and 

sensitivity analyses 

Discussion 
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Key results 18 Summarise key results with reference to study objectives 

Limitations 19 Discuss limitations of the study, taking into account sources of potential bias or 

imprecision. Discuss both direction and magnitude of any potential bias 

Interpretation 20 Give a cautious overall interpretation of results considering objectives, 

limitations, multiplicity of analyses, results from similar studies, and other 

relevant evidence 

Generalisability 21 Discuss the generalisability (external validity) of the study results 

Other information 

Funding 22 Give the source of funding and the role of the funders for the present study and, 

if applicable, for the original study on which the present article is based 

 

*Give information separately for cases and controls in case-control studies and, if applicable, for exposed and 

unexposed groups in cohort and cross-sectional studies. 

 

Note: An Explanation and Elaboration article discusses each checklist item and gives methodological 

background and published examples of transparent reporting. The STROBE checklist is best used in conjunction 

with this article (freely available on the Web sites of PLoS Medicine at http://www.plosmedicine.org/, Annals 

of Internal Medicine at http://www.annals.org/, and Epidemiology at http://www.epidem.com/). Information on 

the STROBE Initiative is available at www.strobe-statement.org. 
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Appendix 3 – STROBE scores 

STROBE scores for the studies described in Appendix 1 and included in the systematic review. The final column shows the total score achieved 

by a given study as rated against the STROBE checklist. * denotes studies that are experimental rather than purely observational in design 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 T 

A 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 17 

B 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 19 

C 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 3 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 19 

D 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 14 

E 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 3 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 21 

F 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 15 

G 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 3 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 21 
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H 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 13 

I 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 14 

J 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 13 

K 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 3 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 19 

L 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 20 

M 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 18 

N* 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 16 

O 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 1 0 1 3 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 19 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 T 

P* 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 3 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 19 

Q 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 19 
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R* 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 19 

S 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 17 

T 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 2 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 18 

U 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 17 

V* 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 18 

W 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 18 

X 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 16 

Y* 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 15 

Z* 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 15 

AA* 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 16 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 T 
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AB* 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 3 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 19 

AC 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 3 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 22 

AD* 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 17 

AE 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 17 

AF* 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 3 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 20 

AG 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 17 

AH 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 3 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 17 

AI* 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 15 

AJ* 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 17 

AK 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 16 

AL 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 3 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 17 
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AM 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 19 

AN 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 17 

AO* 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 16 

AP 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 19 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 T 

AQ 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 16 

AR* 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 2 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 18 

AS* 2 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 21 

AT 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 16 

AU 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 15 

AV* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 3 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 20 
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AW 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 3 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 19 

AX* 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 3 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 19 

AY* 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 19 

AZ* 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 15 

BA 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 16 

BB* 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 3 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 20 

BC 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 17 

BD 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 18 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 T 
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Appendix 4 – Ethical Approval Letter 

Copy of ethical approval letter for the empirical research study. 
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Appendix 5 – Information Sheets 

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET (ASD-P, v1.0) 

 

 

Title of Project: The Birmingham Autism, Schizotypy, and Emotions Study (BASES) 

 

Researchers:  Dr Felicity Larson, Professor Stephen Wood, Dr Renate Renier, Dr Katie 
Chisholm 

 

We would like to invite you to take part in our research study. Before you decide, we would 
like you to understand why the research is being done and what it would involve for you. 
Please read this information carefully and contact us if you have any questions. Our contact 
information in included on the second page. Reading this information sheet will take up to 10 
minutes. 

 

• What is the purpose of this research? 

BASES is a project being run by Dr Felicity Larson as part of her clinical psychology doctorate 
degree at the University of Birmingham. This study is aimed at helping us understand why 
some people with autism spectrum disorder suffer (ASD) from a type of mental illness called 
psychosis, and what might be keeping other people with ASD well. We also want to 
understand if there are any differences between people who experience psychosis, depending 
if they have ASD or not. To answer these questions, we want to measure ASD traits, certain 
personality traits (known as schizotypy), and how people experience and cope with strong 
emotions.  

 

• Why have I been invited to take part?  

You have been invited because you took part in a previous study conducted by Dr Larson at 
the University of Cambridge between 2009 and 2012, and said you would be happy to be 
contacted about future research. For the current study, we are interested in getting the 
responses of people who have ASD and have also experienced psychosis, as this is a 
relatively rare group of people. We want to understand if there are any differences between 
people with ASD who have had psychosis and people with ASD who have not. 

 

• What will happen to me if I agree to take part? 

You will be asked to complete five questionnaires on-line, or if you do not have access to the 
internet, via pen and paper. This should take you between 30-45 minutes. Some of the 
questions may be similar to or the same as questionnaires you have completed before – this 
is ok. 

 

• What will happen to the information I give? 

Your answers to the questionnaires will be stored electronically in a database, along with the 
answers of other people who took part in the study. Your information will be identified by an 
anonymised code, in a file protected with a password, and will be kept separately from your 
name and any other personal identifiable data about you. Paper files will be stored in a locked 
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filing cabinet in a secure building. Only members of the research team will have access to 
your information.  

   

• What will happen if I do not want to carry on with the study? 

You do not have to take part in the research. If you start answering the questionnaires but 
change your mind, you do not have to continue. You do not have to give a reason why you do 
not wish to participate, but it would be helpful if you could let the study team know so that they 
do not contact you again. Once you have given us your answers to the questionnaires, 
however, it will not be possible to change your mind. 

 

• Expenses and payments 

We cannot pay you for taking part in the study, but as a thank you for your time, you will have 
the chance to enter yourself into a prize draw for one of 3 £15 Amazon gift vouchers. The prize 
draw will take place once the study is complete, which will be no later than April 2017. 

 

• What will happen to the results of the research study? 

The findings will be written up as part of Dr Larson’s clinical psychology doctorate degree. In 
addition, we will publish any interesting findings in scientific journals. We will also send you 
copies of the results, if you would like, and will host an event at the University of Birmingham 
for those who would like to attend a talk about the results. This would be in the spring/summer 
of 2017.  

 

• Who has reviewed the study? 

The North of Scotland Research Ethics Committee (1) has reviewed the study and they 

consider it safe and ethical. 

 

• What happens if I have any further concerns? 

If you have any concerns about taking part, we encourage you to talk to other people you are 
close to about it, or contact the research team. Remember, you do not have to take part – your 
care and treatment will stay the same no matter what you decide.  

 

If you would like to discuss any aspect of this research please contact: 

 

 

Tel: 0121 414 7124  

 

Email: fxl437@bham.ac.uk 

 

Post: Dr Felicity Larson, School of Clinical Psychology, Department of Psychology, 
University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 2TT. 
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PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET (ASD-P2, v1.0) 

 

 

Title of Project: The Birmingham Autism, Schizotypy, and Emotions Study (BASES) 

 

Researchers:  Dr Felicity Larson, Professor Stephen Wood, Dr Renate Renier, Dr Katie 
Chisholm 

 

We would like to invite you to take part in our research study. Before you decide, we would 
like you to understand why the research is being done and what it would involve for you. 
Please read this information carefully and contact us if you have any questions. Our contact 
information in included on the second page. Reading this information sheet will take up to 10 
minutes. 

 

• What is the purpose of this research? 

BASES is a project being run by Dr Felicity Larson as part of her clinical psychology doctorate 
degree at the University of Birmingham. This study is aimed at helping us understand why 
some people with autism spectrum disorder suffer (ASD) from a type of mental illness called 
psychosis, and what might be keeping other people with ASD well. We also want to 
understand if there are any differences between people who experience psychosis, depending 
if they have ASD or not. To answer these questions, we want to measure ASD traits, certain 
personality traits (known as schizotypy), and how people experience and cope with strong 
emotions.  

 

• Why have I been invited to take part?  

You have been invited because you have had a diagnosis of ASD and have experienced 
psychosis. In this study, we are interested in the responses of people who have ASD and have 
also experienced psychosis, as this is a relatively rare group of people. We want to understand 
if there are any differences between people with ASD who have had psychosis and people 
with ASD who have not. 

 

• What will happen to me if I agree to take part? 

You will be asked to complete a telephone interview with Dr Larson about your diagnosis of 
ASD and your experience of psychosis. This interview can take up to an hour, and asks about 
things you may find distressing to talk about, so it is important that you are sure you want to 
share this information before you agree to take part. If you decide there are questions that you 
don’t want to answer or that you would rather not take part, that is ok.  

After the telephone interview, we will check that you meet our criteria. If you do, you will be 
sent a link to five questionnaires on-line, or if you do not have access to the internet, via post. 
These questionnaires should take you between 30-45 minutes. Some of the questions may 
be similar to or the same as questionnaires you have completed before – this is ok. 

 

• What will happen to the information I give? 

Your answers to the questionnaires will be stored electronically in a database, along with the 
answers of other people who took part in the study. Your information will be identified by an 
anonymised code, in a file protected with a password, and will be kept separately from your 
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name and any other personal identifiable data about you. Paper files will be stored in a locked 
filing cabinet in a secure building. Only members of the research team will have access to 
your information.  

   

• What will happen if I do not want to carry on with the study? 

You do not have to take part in the research. If you start answering the interview questions or 
questionnaires but change your mind, you do not have to continue. You do not have to give a 
reason why you do not wish to participate, but it would be helpful if you could let the study 
team know so that they do not contact you again. 

 

• Expenses and payments 

We cannot pay you for taking part in the study, but as a thank you for your time, you will have 
the chance to enter yourself into a prize draw for one of 3 £15 Amazon gift vouchers. The prize 
draw will take place once the study is complete, which will be no later than April 2017. 

 

• What will happen to the results of the research study? 

The findings will be written up as part of Dr Larson’s clinical psychology doctorate degree. In 
addition, we will publish any interesting findings in scientific journals. We will also send you 
copies of the results, if you would like, and will host an event at the University of Birmingham 
for those who would like to attend a talk about the results. This would be in the spring/summer 
of 2017.  

 

• Who has reviewed the study? 

The North of Scotland Research Ethics Committee (1) has reviewed the study and they 

consider it safe and ethical. 

 

• What happens if I have any further concerns? 

If you have any concerns about taking part, we encourage you to talk to other people you are 
close to about it, or contact the research team. Remember, you do not have to take part – your 
care and treatment will stay the same no matter what you decide.  

 

If you would like to discuss any aspect of this research please contact: 

 

 

Tel: 0121 414 7124  

 

Email: fxl437@bham.ac.uk 

 

Post: Dr Felicity Larson, School of Clinical Psychology, Department of Psychology, 
University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 2TT. 
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PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET (ASD-NP, v1.0) 

 

 

Title of Project: The Birmingham Autism, Schizotypy, and Emotions Study (BASES) 

 

Researchers:  Dr Felicity Larson, Professor Stephen Wood, Dr Renate Renier, Dr Katie 
Chisholm 

 

We would like to invite you to take part in our research study. Before you decide, we would 
like you to understand why the research is being done and what it would involve for you. 
Please read this information carefully and contact us if you have any questions. Our contact 
information in included on the second page. Reading this information sheet will take up to 10 
minutes. 

 

• What is the purpose of this research? 

BASES is a project being run by Dr Felicity Larson as part of her clinical psychology doctorate 
degree at the University of Birmingham. This study is aimed at helping us understand why 
some people with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) suffer from a type of mental illness called 
psychosis, and what might be keeping other people with ASD well. We also want to 
understand if there are any differences between people who experience psychosis, depending 
if they have ASD or not. To answer these questions, we want to measure ASD traits, certain 
personality traits (known as schizotypy), and how people experience and cope with strong 
emotions.  

 

• Why have I been invited to take part?  

You have been invited because you are signed up to the Autism Research Centre (University 
of Cambridge) volunteer database. We are asking people with ASD who have no history of 
psychosis to help with our study. It is ok if you have experienced other mental health problems, 
such as depression or anxiety – you can still take part if you have had these experiences. 

 

Psychosis is part of several different conditions – schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, 
schizoaffective disorder, delusional disorder, and others. If you have had a diagnosis of one 
of these conditions, we may still be able to include you – please contact the study team before 
taking part to discuss this further. 

 

• What will happen to me if I agree to take part? 

You will be asked to complete five questionnaires on-line, or if you do not have access to the 
internet, via pen and paper. This should take you between 30-45 minutes. Some of the 
questions may be similar to or the same as questionnaires you have completed before – this 
is ok. 

 

• What will happen to the information I give? 

Your answers to the questionnaires will be stored electronically in a database, along with the 
answers of other people who took part in the study. Your information will be identified by an 
anonymised code, in a file protected with a password, and will be kept separately from your 
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name and any other personal identifiable data about you. Paper files will be stored in a locked 
filing cabinet in a secure building. Only members of the research team will have access to 
your information.  

 

   

• What will happen if I do not want to carry on with the study? 

You do not have to take part in the research. If you start answering the questionnaires but 
change your mind, you do not have to continue. You do not have to give a reason why you do 
not wish to participate. Once you have given us your answers to the questionnaires, however, 
it will not be possible to change your mind. 

 

• Expenses and payments 

We cannot pay you for taking part in the study, but as a thank you for your time, you will have 
the chance to enter yourself into a prize draw for one of 3 £15 Amazon gift vouchers. The prize 
draw will take place once the study is complete, which will be no later than April 2017. 

 

• What will happen to the results of the research study? 

The findings will be written up as part of Dr Larson’s clinical psychology doctorate degree. In 
addition, we will publish any interesting findings in scientific journals. We will also send you 
copies of the results, if you would like, and will host an event at the University of Birmingham 
for those who would like to attend a talk about the results. This would be in the spring/summer 
of 2017.  

 

• Who has reviewed the study? 

The North of Scotland Research Ethics Committee (1) has reviewed the study and they 

consider it safe and ethical. 

 

• What happens if I have any further concerns? 

If you have any concerns about taking part, we encourage you to talk to other people you are 
close to about it, or contact the research team. Remember, you do not have to take part – your 
care and treatment will stay the same no matter what you decide.  

 

If you would like to discuss any aspect of this research please contact: 

 

 

Tel: 0121 414 7124  

 

Email: fxl437@bham.ac.uk 

 

Post: Dr Felicity Larson, School of Clinical Psychology, Department of Psychology, 
University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 2TT. 
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PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET (HC, v1.0) 

 

 

Title of Project: The Birmingham Autism, Schizotypy, and Emotions Study (BASES) 

 

Researchers:  Dr Felicity Larson, Professor Stephen Wood, Dr Renate Renier, Dr Katie 
Chisholm 

 

We would like to invite you to take part in our research study. Before you decide, we would 
like you to understand why the research is being done and what it would involve for you. 
Please read this information carefully and contact us if you have any questions. Our contact 
information in included on the second page. Reading this information sheet will take up to 10 
minutes. 

 

• What is the purpose of this research? 

BASES is a project being run by Dr Felicity Larson as part of her clinical psychology doctorate 
degree at the University of Birmingham. This study is aimed at helping us understand why 
some people with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) suffer from a type of mental illness called 
psychosis, and what might be keeping other people with ASD well. We also want to 
understand if there are any differences between people who experience psychosis, depending 
if they have ASD or not. To answer these questions, we want to measure ASD traits, certain 
personality traits (known as schizotypy), and how people experience and cope with strong 
emotions.  

 

• Why have I been invited to take part?  

You have been invited because we need individuals who have never experienced psychosis 
or bipolar disorder, and who do not have ASD or personality disorder, to compare the results 
of our clinical groups to. Psychosis is part of several different conditions – schizophrenia, 
bipolar disorder, schizoaffective disorder, delusional disorder, and others. It is ok if you have 
experienced other mental health problems, such as depression or anxiety – you can still take 
part if you have had these experiences. 

 

• What will happen to me if I agree to take part? 

You will be asked to complete five questionnaires on-line. This should take you between 30-
45 minutes. 

 

• What will happen to the information I give? 

Your answers to the questionnaires will be stored electronically in a database, along with the 
answers of other people who took part in the study. Your information will be identified by an 
anonymised code, in a file protected with a password, and will be kept separately from your 
name and any other personal identifiable data about you. Paper files will be stored in a locked 
filing cabinet in a secure building. Only members of the research team will have access to 
your information.  

   

• What will happen if I do not want to carry on with the study? 
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You do not have to take part in the research. If you start answering the questionnaires but 
change your mind, you do not have to continue. You do not have to give a reason why you do 
not wish to participate. Once you have given us your answers to the questionnaires, however, 
it will not be possible to change your mind. 

 

• Expenses and payments 

We cannot pay you for taking part in the study, but as a thank you for your time, you will have 
the chance to enter yourself into a prize draw for one of 3 £15 Amazon gift vouchers. The prize 
draw will take place once the study is complete, which will be no later than April 2017. 

 

• What will happen to the results of the research study? 

The findings will be written up as part of Dr Larson’s clinical psychology doctorate degree. In 
addition, we will publish any interesting findings in scientific journals. We will also send you 
copies of the results, if you would like, and will host an event at the University of Birmingham 
for those who would like to attend a talk about the results. This would be in the spring/summer 
of 2017.  

 

• Who has reviewed the study? 

The North of Scotland Research Ethics Committee (1) has reviewed the study and they 

consider it safe and ethical. 

 

• What happens if I have any further concerns? 

If you have any concerns about taking part, we encourage you to talk to other people you are 
close to about it, or contact the research team. Remember, you do not have to take part – your 
care and treatment will stay the same no matter what you decide.  

 

If you would like to discuss any aspect of this research please contact: 

 

 

   

 

 

 

Post: Dr Felicity Larson, School of Clinical Psychology, Department of Psychology, 
University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 2TT. 
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Appendix 6 – Consent Form 

CONSENT FORM          

 

Participant Identification Number:...............  

 

CONSENT FORM 

 

Title of Project: The Birmingham Autism, Schizotypy, and Emotions Study (BASES) 

 

Researcher: Dr Felicity Larson, Professor Stephen Wood, Dr Renate Reniers, Dr Katherine 
Chisholm 

Please tick each box if you agree: 

 

1. I confirm that I have understood the information sheet dated ............ (version ...) for 
the above study.  I have had the opportunity to consider the information, ask 
questions and have had these answered satisfactorily. 

 

2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I can stop at any time, without 
giving any reason, without my own or my loved one’s medical/social care or legal 
rights being affected. 

 

3. I understand that once I have submitted my responses, it will not be possible to 
withdraw from the study. 

 
4. I understand that the data collected during this study will be looked at by the 

researcher and relevant others at the University of Birmingham to ensure that the 
analysis is a fair and reasonable representation of the data. 

 
 

5. I agree to take part in the above study. 

 

 

 

................................  ...................  ...................................... 

Name of participant  Date   Signature 
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Appendix 7 – ARC Invitation E-mails 

ARC recruitment e-mail, v1.0, 09/09/2015 

 

WHY ARE SOME PEOPLE WITH AUTISM AT RISK OF DEVELOPING PYSCHOSIS? 

  

Dr Felicity Larson and colleagues at the University of Birmingham are looking for 

volunteers to take part in an on-line study investigating why some people on the autism 

spectrum develop a mental health problem called psychosis and why others do not. We 
think that the way people experience emotions might be part of the answer, and also 

certain personality traits. 

 

We are looking for men and women on the autism spectrum who are over the age of 18 

and who have not experienced psychosis. This means that if you have a diagnosis of 
schizophrenia, bi-polar disorder, or other psychosis, including hearing voices that others 

do not hear or experiencing visual hallucinations/having visions, you would not be able 

to take part. 

 

The study involves visiting our website to answer some questions about yourself 
(website URL) and how you feel in different situations. It will take up to 45 minutes to 

complete. As a thank you, you can choose to be entered into a prize draw for one of 

three £15 Amazon gift cards.  

 

To find out more about the study, please visit our website (website URL). If you would 
like to participate in the study or if you have any questions, please contact Felicity at 

fxl437@bham.ac.uk, or phone 0121 414 7124 to leave her a message so she can ring 

you back. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:fxl437@bham.ac.uk
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ARC recruitment e-mail ASD-P2, v1.0, 10/10/2016 

 

WHY ARE SOME PEOPLE WITH AUTISM AT RISK OF DEVELOPING PYSCHOSIS? 

  

Dr Felicity Larson and colleagues at the University of Birmingham are looking for 
volunteers to take part in an on-line study investigating why some people on the autism 

spectrum develop a mental health problem called psychosis and why others do not. We 
think that the way people experience emotions might be part of the answer, and also 

certain personality traits. 

 

We are looking for men and women living in the UK with a diagnosis of an autism 

spectrum condition who are over the age of 18 and who have experienced psychosis. 

This means having a diagnosis of schizophrenia, bi-polar disorder, or other psychosis, 
including hearing voices that others do not hear or experiencing visual 

hallucinations/having visions. We are looking for people who have had help from mental 
health professionals due to their psychosis.  

 

The study involves being sent some information to read and then completing a telephone 
interview about your mental health experiences, which will take up to one hour. If you 

meet our criteria, you will be given a link to our website to answer some questions about 
yourself and how you feel in different situations. These questionnaires will take up to 45 

minutes to complete. As a thank you, you can choose to be entered into a prize draw for 

one of three £15 Amazon gift cards.  

 

To find out more about the study or if you would like to participate in the study, please 

contact Felicity  to leave her a message 

so she can ring you back. 
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Appendix 8 – Facebook advertisement text 

Social media advert for healthy control group, 03/01/2017, v.1.0 

Are you interested in helping with research? Do you have time to complete an on-line survey 

that will take approximately 45 minutes? Would you like to be entered to win an Amazon 

voucher worth £15? We are seeking individuals with no history of diagnosis with autism 

spectrum disorder, psychosis, bipolar disorder, or personality disorder to take part in an on-

line study investigating emotional regulation and autistic traits, and their link to serious 

mental illness. If you would like to find out more, please click the link to read the study 

information sheet. 
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